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Abstract.

The subject is introduced by a brief survey 
of the major works relevant to the study of Anatolian 
portals in the pre-Ottoman period.

An account is given of the life, so far as
  c _it is known, of Fakhr al-Din Ali, a statesman and 

considerable patron of building in the thirteenth 
century, and to this is added a list of his known 
foundations.

The portals of his foundations are studied 
in their chronological order with one possible exception. 
The major inscriptions are noted, and in the majority 
of cases where the portal also survives, this is des
cribed in detail and comparisons are made with other 
works which seem relevant to its composition and design. 
It has seemed desirable to accompany this section with 
numerous photographs.

The problems relating to the designers of the 
— c —portals of Fakhr al-Din A l i ’s foundations are reviewed, 

and an account is given of the light which a study of 
the portals throws on the patron.

An attempt is made briefly to situate the
T C Tportals of Fakhr al—Din Ali in the development of style 

in the thirteenth century and to show their importance 
as exemplars and transmitters of unconventional forms 
of composition and decoration.
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Note or) the problems raised by the nature of Turkish 
graphics, the nomenclature of pre-Ottoman buildings 
and the vocabulary needed to describe them.

Turkey, which had previously employed an 
Arabic alphabet, adopted a Roman alphabet with some 
modifications in 1 9 2 8 . The majority of the modifi
cations used inay be represented by additions to 
standard English typescript : 9 , g , I , 8 , $ ,
ti , but the undotted small "i" cannot be so represen
ted. Instead of using a capital "I" in the body of 
a word as recommended by Anatolian Studies I have 
preferred to employ the dotted small "i" since it 
gives the words a less outlandish appearance. I shall 
therefore write, for example, HSir9 ali".

Even a cursory glance at the literature con— 
cerning pre-Ottoman buildings is sufficient to show 
that not only are some known by several different 
names but that the names arc rendered in a variety 
of transliterations. I have chosen to employ the 
modern. Turkish spellings of the rrost usual names since 
it is by these that the visitor makes the acquaintance 
of the buildings. However, when the building is known 
by an Arabic name without an adjectival termination 
I have employed the Arabic form transliterated and 
po in ted.

The discussion of Islamic buildings and 
decorative forms either takes us beyond the borders of



English vocabulary entirely, or into a borderland of 
terminology familiar, to a greater or lesser extent, 
to those who are, to a greater or lesser extent, 
specialists in the field. I have preferred to employ 
Turkish vocabulary to Arabic as it matched better 
with the forms of the names of buildings which T have 
chosen to use, and so will write, for example, medrese 
though, if necessary, attributing to it a spurious 
English plural medreses. I have preferred to use the 
words "koranic" and "kufic" as in the Oxford English 
Dictionary rather than hybrid forms with pointing.

— 0 O0 —

Abbreviations used.

CIA ... Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum
RCEA ... Repertoire Chronologinue d'epigraphie arabe
MTA ... Monuments turcs d'Anatolie



Intro due t ion.

The development of the study of pre-Ottoman monuments
in Anatolia

In the eighteenth century the Grand Tour led
travellers to the western coast of Anatolia in search of
classical remains, the painter's who accompanied them might
return with, water colours in which the foreground to a

1monument was enlivened by an exotic Turkish figure. ’
During the nineteenth century the Tour extended eastwards
and Islamic monuments began to take their place beside the

2classical, the fine lithographs of Laborde1s journal 
include the walls of Konya, a record of some importance 
as they have since been destroyed.

In 184-9 T exier^ published a detailed study of 
Islamic monuments in Anatolia compiled some years earlier 
on the order of the French government; in the interim he 
had published a similar study of Armenia. Towards the end 
of the century there seems to have been a spate of interest,

1» c f . Richard Chandler, Travels in Asia M in o r , edited 
and abridged by Edith Clay, with an appreciation of 
William Pars by Andrew Wilton. London, 1971°
2, L . de Laborde, Voyage en orient: I, Asie Mineure,
Paris, 1 8 3 8 .
3» C » Texier, Description de I 1Asie Mineure, Paris, 
1849, and Description de 1 'Armenle, ILa Perse et la 
Mesopatamie , Paris , 184-2 .



4Huart published a body of epigraphy in 1894 and 1895 5
sofeie of his readings being corrected in the following

5year by Houtsma,' and in 1 8 9 7 Huart published his travel
6 7journal. Meanwhile in 1 8 9 6 Sarre published the account

of a journey which extended as far as Alesaray.
8In this century, following Saladin's pioneering

work on Islamic architecture, many general and particular
studies of Turkish monuments have appeared. They are too
numerous to mention but an extensive bibliography is inclu-

• 9ded in Aslanapa's recent survey of Turkish art and
architecture which also includes many photographs, I shall
confine myself to mentioning those which are most useful

10for the study of portals. In 1908 an article by Mendel
shows a greater interest than heretofore in the detail

11of portal design. In the previous year Ldytved ‘ had 
published a collection of epigraphy in Konya which is

4. C . H uart3 "Epigraphie arabe d 'Asie Mineure", Revue 
semitique Vols. II and III, 1894-5} passim.
5. M . Houtsma 5 t,£inige Bemerkungen zu den Selguqischen 
Inschriften aus Kleinasien", Vienna Oriental Journal, Vol.X,
1 8 9 6 , pp. 2 9 3 -2 9 8 ,
6 . C. Huart, Konia, la viile des derviches tourneur s ,
Paris, 1 8 9 7 *
7. F . Sarre, Reise in Kleinasien, Berlin, I 8 9 6 .
8 . H . Sal ad in , Manuel d 1 art. musulman , Paris , 1 9 0 7 .
9• 0 . Aslanapa, Turkish Art and Architecture, London, 1971.
10. G. Mendel, "Les monuments seljoukides en Asie Mineure” . 
Revue d 1 a r t , Vol. XXIII, 1 9 0 8 (January to June) , pp. 9-2.4 
and 113-127.
11, J. Ldytved, Konia, Inschriften der Seldschukischen 
Bauten, Berlin, 1907.



J 2important 5 since Van Berchem and Edlxem did not bring
out the Konya volume of Corpus Inscrip tionum Arabicarum ,
and since it is more complete for that city than Combe,
Sauvaget and ¥ iet's Repertoire chronologique d ’epigraphle 

13arabe 9 Konya was well served in tbe early years of the
3 4century in an article by Dorothy Lamb and a study by

S a r r e / ^  In the thirties Riefstahl^ wrote an account
17of Turkish architecture of the South West, and Gabriel

produced a major study of the towns of Kayseri, Nigde,
Amasya, Tokat and Divrigi.

In recent years there have been studies of more
specialised topics? in particular Turkish scholars have
produced more works in Turkish of which my knowledge is,
unfortunately, insufficient, but the number of works by
Turks and Europeans in European languages has also increased

l8greatly. Erdmann published a catalogue of caravanserays

1 2 o A first tome on Anatolia did appear: M. Van Berchem
and H 0 Edhem, Materiaux pour un Corpus Inscriptionum
Arabicarum, Vol. Ill, i-ii, Siwas, Diwrigi, Cairo, 1917 *
1 3 0 Combe, J. Sauvaget, G . Wiet, Repertoire chrono-
loglque d'epigraphie arabe. Cairo, _
14. D . Lamb, "Notes 011 Seljouk Buildings at Konia",
Annual of the British School at Athens. Vol. XXI, 1914-15, 
1915^1^7" p p . 3 1 - S i .
15 » F . Sarre, Konia, seldschuklsche BaudenkmMler.
(PenkmMler Persischer Baxxkunst. Teil l ) Berlin , 1 9 21 ,
First published as chapter IV of HenkmMler Persischer 
Baukunst, 2 v o l s , Berlin, 1910.
l6 , R. Riefstahl, Turkish architecture in Southwestern 
Anatolia. Cambridge (Mass.J , 1931•
17 » A. Gabriel, M o num ents iurc s d r Ana t o1i e . 2 vols. Paris,
1934, also Voyages archeologiques dans la furquie orientale.
2 vols. Paris, 19^0, dealing with South Eastern Anatolia.

l 8 . K . Erdmann, Das anatolische Karavansaray des 1 3 « 
Jahrhunderts . 2 volsT Berl i n , 1 9 5 J7““"
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in 1 9 6 1 . In 1 9 6 6 Semra O g e l ^  wrote a detailed study of
Seljuk stonework which though in Turkish has an extensive

n 20English summary. R. Unal's work on Erzurum of 1 9 6 8 is
in French. Two important articles have also been contri-

21buted by Michael Rogers, the one in 1 9 6 5 and the other,
O pa review of Cahen's Pre-Ottoman Turkey,  ̂ in 1 9 6 9 .

19. S. Ogel , Ahadolu sel<?uk1 urari 1 nin tas tezvinati. 
Ankara, 1 9 6 6 .

11
20. R. Unal, Les monuments islamigues anciens de la 
yille d 1Erzurum et de sa region. Paris, 1 9 6 8 .
2 1 . M. Rogers, "The Qifte Minare Medrese at Erzurum 
and the Gdk Medrese at Sivas", Anatolian Studies,
Vol. XV, 1 9 6 5 , pp. 6 3 -8 5 , and "Recent work on Seljuk 
Anatolia", Kunst des Orients, Vol. VI. i i . 1 9 6 9
pp. 1 3 4 -1 6 9 "̂ ~~ '
2 2 . C. Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, trans. J. Jones- 
Williams. London, I 9 6 S.



Chapter I

The career and patronage of* Fakhr al-Din V'AI i bin al~Husayn.

- c 1Fakhr al-Din Ali bin al-Husayn' was a promi
nent Seljuk statesman of the second half of the thirteenth 
century; he is often referred to by the vizier's title 
of Sahib Ata.^ Epigraphic records show that he was a 
considerable patron of buildings„ It has therefore 
seemed interesting to study the portals of those of his 
buildings which remain to us, in relation to comparable 
exampl.es , in the attempt to see whether the patronage of 
one individual appears to have any decisive effect on 
their composition and- decoration or whether other factors 
such as local, style or date seem to dominate*

1« _ There is, unfortunately, no entry for Fakhr al-Din 
'Ali in the 33ncyc3.opaedta of Is3.a m ; my account, unless 
otherwise stated, is culled from Cahen, o p .cit., mainly 
between p p * 2 7 ^- 2 9 6 .
2* CIA., Ill, i— ii, p .20^, "Sahib etait un titre des 
viziers depuis les Bouyides". Sahib Ata was not an 
official title (for which see infra) hut L&ytved, op. 
cit., p . 5 1 „Wegen seiner vielen WohltMtigkeitswerke 
wird er Sahib Ata d .h . Grosswesir, der Schenkende, 
genannt." M. Ferit and M. Mesut, Selcuk veziri Sahip 
Ata lie ogullarinln hay at v e eserleri. Istanbul, 193^n 
P 2 « pT" n o t e  the possibility of the conflation in speech 
of ata — father and ataa - gift. (I propose to omit
the pointing from the names of buildings using this 
title in the modern Turkish manner,}



~  6 —Calier}. states that Fakhr al-Din Ali was of
r7

Iranian origin,^ though he does not say how near or 
distant this origin may have been; he also notes that 
Arabic documents had to be translated into Persian for

4the vizier's benefit; however, at this date this
would not necessarily indicate a particularly strong

3Persian connection. Van Berchem and Edheni speculate
cthat his father might have been Husayn ibn Dja far

a

whose mausoleum, known as Shahnah kdmbeti 1231/2 ( 6 2 9  H)
lies South West of Sivas on the Kayseri road. In a note

cthey add that in Konya Fakhr al-Din Ali's grandfather 
appears as Abu Bakr but the two : sanies "peuvent designer 
lei ineme personnel 1 Though this identification is possible

O *"it does not seem particularly probable since Ali first 
comes to prominence in the lands West of Konya.

— QFakhr al-Din Ali first appears in a political 
—  6role with the rank of amir-dad (a rank which he held 

from 654 II. till he became a na^ ib^ in 637 H . ) . In the

%. Cahen, op.cit. p. 342.
4.Ibid, pp. 346-7• The language situation among the ruling 
classes seems to have been rather mixed. Rogers Kimst des 
Orients, discussing the scarcity of Persian inscriptions, 
says, p .1391 "The Seljuks' Persian may in general be better 
than their Arabic". However, Persian was the court language 
p.15-1, "the report_that the ruler of Karaman introduced 
Turkish as the diwan language in 1 2 8 5 to replace Persian 
has so far no material evidence to corroborate it."
5« CIA, III, i-ii, p.17»
6 . Cahen, op.cit. £. 2 2 8 , "head of justice, dealing with
the cases called mazalim, for the repression of administ
rative abuses and so on."
7- Cahen, op.cit. p.3^4, for date entering office, and 
p . 2 2 1 "The Sultan had a lieutenant na^ib (al—Saltana), but 
whether he was temporary (...) or permanent is not clear."
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early 1 2 5 0 s he was sent by Karatay, the a t a b e of
c_________ _ _Izz al-Din Kay-Kawus to negotiate with the Mongols in
the endeavour to limit the tribute payable to them 
consequent upon their defeat of the Seljuks at Kdsedagi 
in 12^3. Karatay, the atabe g , was at this time the 
effective head of the Seljuk state, under the Mongols, 
since the death of Kay-Ivhusraw II two years after 
Kdsedagi bad left three sons who were still minors,
Q _________ _ _'Izz al_Din Kay-Kawus, Rukn al-Din Kili$ Arslan and
c — _ _ ^ 0 mmmAla al-Din Kay Qubadh. Fakhr al—Din Ali's mission
appears to have been successful.

In the middle 1250s Karatay disapjjears from 
the scene, but another strong influence is established 
since Bayju leads an expedition into Anatolia in 1 2 5 6

C — — — Qa n d  establishes Mu in al—Din Sulayman as pervane.' In
C  —  3  —1257 Ala al—Din was found dead, thus leaving only two

brothers to continue the struggle for power. Probably
in the same year the state was partitioned between them.
This moment marks a promotion for Fakhr al-Din °Ali 

c —since Izz al-Din, who received the western lands, took
him as viz.ier, while Rukn al-Din, with the eastern lands, 

c —took Mu m  al-Din. Tn 1260 the Mongols, dissatisfied

8 ^ Tbid , p. 221 "The office of atabek was also found in 
Rum, but it never assumed the dimensions that it attained 
among the other Seljukid families.”
9 • Tbid, p. 22.1 "Among the personal assistants of the 
Sultan was the pervane. This figure (...) to my know
ledge had no equivalent except in Mongol Tran where there 
was a much less important official known by the name 
pervaneii, which suggests that pervane is a derived and 
abbreviated form.”
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Q    Q  —with Izz al-Din, advanced on Konya and Mu in al-Din offered
— c —the sole vizierate to Fakhr al-Din Ali on the condition

he abandon °Izz al-Din for Rukn al-Din. This offer was
accepted and in 126l Rukn al-Din entered Konya. The
pervane, however, continued to dominate the scene, the

— c _appointment to the vizierate of Fakhr al-Din Ali "in no
N 3 0 — c —way diminished (his) supremacy". Fakhr al-Din Ali was,

nevertheless, able to defray the cost of his vizierate by 
obtaining grants of land for his sons, Kiitahya, Sandikli, 
Gururum, Ak^ehir and later fyon Karahisar. Perhaps in 
1265 Rukn al-Din was strangled and Ray-Khusraw III 
succeeded him.

In 1271/2 ( 6 7 0  H.)"1" the pervane had Fakhr al-Din
c —Ali arrested and demoted from office since he had received

c —a demand for money from 'Izz al-Din. His sons axjproached
Abagha who had him reinstated in the following year.

In the 1 2 7 0 's the threat from Baybars contri
buted to the instability of the Seljuk kingdom; in 1277 
he attacked, won a battle at Albistan, and advanced as
far as Kayseri causing the pervane, the Sultan and Fakhr

— c _al-Din Ali to take refuge in Tokat. The sons of Fakhr
— c —al-Din Ali died in an engagement with Turcomans which 

was related to Baybars' advance. When Abagha arrived he 
suspected the pervane, with some justification,of intriguing 
with Baybars and had him put to death. This, says Cahen, 
marked the end of a generation.

10. Ibid, p. 2 8 3 .

11. Ibid, p.343.
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r,The sole survivor was the aged Fakhr al-Din 
All, whose sons were dead and whose political 

role, if it existed, is less evident than his 
activity as a builder.M 12

_ QBaybars died in 1277 but Fakhr al-Din Ali was obliged 
to continue operations against the Turcomans in the 
course of which Karahisar was recaptured and made over 
to his grandsons. Abagha made Fakhr al-Din °Ali not 
only viziier but deputy to the Ilkhan *

In 1284 Abagha's successor, Ahmed, had 
Kay-Khusraw killed and replaced him by Mas ° u d , son 
of Xzz, al-Din, who could n o t , however, establish 
himself without some opposition from Kay-Khusraw1s 
widow. Hostility then arose among the Gerniiyan and 
since they were impinging on the Karahisar lands

*T CFakhr al-Din Ali paid a large part of the expense of
c *-the campaign which he and Mas ud led against them. 

Karahisar was saved. At the end of his life Fakhr 
al-Din °AlI had just run into conflict with Mujir 
al-Din Amirshah, the representative of the Mongol 
treasury, and incurred his dismissal when he died in 
November 1 2 8 8  ( 6 8 7  H. ) .

A list of Fakhr al-Din A l i 1s foundations 
appears in Ferit and Mesut's Selcuk veziri Sahip Ata

(j J 3lie ogu3-larinin hayat ve eserleri. It seems that

12. Ibid, p. 291. It might be more correct to say that 
his role as a builder preceded this moment but that he 
was a prop of the state after it.
13 0 Ferit and M esut, op. cit., p. 119®



two, a han at Ishak3.i 1249 (64-7 H . ) and the Ta.? medrese 
at Ak/fsehir 1250 (648 H .), antedate his mission to the 
Mongols, The mosque at Konya, known as Sahib Ata or 
the Laranda (after the gate to Laranda-Karaman) of 
3.258 ( 6 5 6  H,) is in the period of his vizierate to
G ■*“ 1lisz al-Din* A hanikah, now destroyed, at Ak^eliir
in 1 2 6 0 ( 6 5 9  H .) is in the year he became sole vizier.
In the period of the pervane1s dominance come a fountain
at Kayseri, now destroyed, 1266 ( 6 6 5 II.) , the Sahibiye
medrese at Kayseri 1 2 6 7/8 ( 6 6 6  H, ) , and in the same year

15a thermal establishment at 13-gin, ‘ now destroyed; a 
hanikah at Konya may follow this in 1269/70 or it may

•j /T
be of 3.2 7 9 / 8 0 , In the year of his demotion, 1 2 7 1  

( 6 7 0  H 0), Fakhr al-Din °Ali built the Gdk or Sahibye 
medrese in Sivas, and in 1 2 8 3 (682 Ii.) his tdrb e in 
Konya. Also attributed to him but unfortunately undated 
is the Ince Minareli medrese in Konya and the Nalinci 
Baba kiimbeti of which a few remaining stones afire dis
played in the courtyard of the Ince minareli medrese.
Ferit and Mesut also mention some unnamed Ice-houses 
and hainaMs ■

14. hanikah — a dervish convent, H. H o n y , A Turkish— 
English Dictionary, second edition, Oxford, 1957 *
15. Ferit and M e s u t , op. cit. , plates 4-0 and 4l give 
a photograph and plan of the thermal establishment and 
in their list of buildings they mention a ban. Erdmann, 
op. cit. , p. 1 9 9  5 points out that nineteenth, century 
travellers noted nothing in this place.
1 6 . Huart, Revue semitique, n o . 50, reads the date as 
668 H . but Ldytved, op. cit., n o . 57 as 6 7 8 H. Ferit 
and Mesut would almost appear to make a compromise by 
using the date 6 7 8  H . (1 2 7 9 ) but placing it in their 
list before the Gdk medrese. However on p. 46 they 
quote it as 6 7 8 H .
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Chapter II

o •—The Portals of Fakhr al-Din "Ali's Foundations.

THE ISHAKLI HAN AT SULTANDA&I 

Inscript ions.

* jThe Ishakli han lies on the road from Ak^ehir 
to Afyon Karahisar in a village previously known as 
Ishakli but now called Sultandagi. It has two portals, 
one to the hall and one to the court.

PXEA , No. 4312, read with the collaboration of 
Jean Deny, is referred to as "au-dessus d 'une porte"; 
it is in fact over the hall portal :

9"Su]tanien. Ce monastere (sic) beni a ete
construit durant les jours du sultan auguste
c — — _Izz al-dunya wal-din Abul Fath Kaikawus, fils
de Kaikhusraw, la preuve de 1 1 emir des croyants,
par l'esclave qui esp^re la misericorde de son

O —Maitre, Ali, fils d'al-Husain, en 1 1annee 
647 (1249)."

1. Erdmann, on.cit. nos. 16 and 3 8 .
2. RCEA reads where Huart reads . Erdmann
opc it . p.l46 omits this inscription and so does not raise 
the question of whether a building of han type could at 
this date and in this place have had a conventual, function.



HuartJ read the date of this inscription as 
6 0 7 H . (12X0) suggesting that it referred to Kay-Kawus X
who came to the throne in 12,10, son of Kay-K.hu sraw X, 
rather than Kay-Kawus IX, who acceded in 1246, son of 
Kay-Khusraw IX. (The name of the grandfather, which 
would clinch the matter, is omitted in this inscription.) 
The fact that the han. seems to have had two building

4periods might seem to support Huart1s view that the 
inscriptions are of different date; however, Houtsma 
changed the reading to 64-7 H . and this is clearly visible 
in my photograph (PI. I).

5R C E A , No. 4 5 1 1 , reads the inscription over 
the court portal as follows :

"La construction de ce khan beni (a eu lieu) dans 
les jours de 1 'empire du sultan magnifie, le roi

3 . Huart, Revue semitique no. 11. Huart1s claim rests 
less on the reading of the date than on the reading "Kai- 
Khosrau, fils de la preuve des croyants" where RCEA has 
"Kaikhusraw, la preuve de 1'emir des croyants". Huart 
claimed that the title read by him belonged to Izz al—Din 
Kiliq; Arslan IX.
4, Erdmann, o p .cit, p .l46: „Die Halle eines Mlteren 
Baues (s. no. 16) wurde 1249 von einem der filhrenden 
StaatsmMnner jener Z e i t , dem Wezir Sahib Ata, uni einen 
Hof bereichert und zugleich in einzelnen Teilen, moderni- 
siert'. Wieweit dabei Teile eines Mlteren Hofes benutzt 
wurden, bleibt zu untersuchen. Hofportal und Moschee 
stammen jedenfalls aus der spMteren Zeit." In spite of 
the view stated here Erdmann does not incline to Huart’s 
reading of 6 0 7 H . for the hall, portal and is indeed rather 
scathing about it. However, Erdmann*s references to RCEA 
and. Huart do little to clarify the situation since he 
quotes RCEA no. 4313 as the inscription of the hall 
portal and equivalent to Huart’s no. 11, while no. 4313
is "au-dessus d'une porte interieure" and no. 4312 is 
over the hall portal. Huart had not seen no. 4-313 *
Erdmann also says that no. 4312 is identical with no.
4-3X4, which is certainly not the case since this last 
refers to the Haci Kili§ mosque in Kayseri.
5« Huart, Revue semitique, no. 12.



des rois auniste, le souverain des miques des
nations, le seigneur des sultans des Arabes et 
des Persans, al-dunya wa]-din, le refuge
de I 1IsJam et des musulmans , Abul Path Kaikawus , 
fi. 1 s de Kaikhusraw , f A 1 s de Kailvubad , 1 'associe
de 3. 1 e^ir des croyants, - nite Dieu eternise son 
empire I — par l.e faible esclave, pecheur, nui

C Wa besoin de la misericords de Dieu, 'Ali, fils
d'al-Husain , — nue pile,/} lui accord© one bonne
fin ! - er X ’ arrnee 64? (J 219) , 11 (PI. IT),

Bo til portals are therefore probably under the 
c —patronage of 'Ali bin al—Husayn, the later vizier, though

h 7the inscription plaque could have been inset, Houtsma
pointed out that his career could be followed through
his changing titles which we can trace from ouWt in these
two examples (Huart n o s , 11 and 12 )5 to xfith
but also, which he does not mention, with
at the Ta^ medrese (Huart no, 13) > to a. return to
again on the Sahib Ata mosque (Huart no, S 0 ) ; to t

* * * H
also with a t t h e

Ta.f hanikah (Huart no, lzl) ; to oasJ j with Cs5>u»j| the 
Sahibiye medrese 5 to I Uti\

also with on the Gdk medrese (Huart n o s , 66

6 , Huart does not have the problem of a patron with the 
same name at a forty-year interval, since he reads them
d iff er e n t l y .
7 , Houtsma, op,cit, p p . 296—297; he is dealing only 
with inscriptions .read by Huart and hence omits the
S ah ib iye medrese,



Description.

The portal lias been considerably restored 
since Erdmann phot o gr aph e d it (PI. III).

The framing consists of two broad plain 
bands, separated by a chamfer, with a plain torus at 
the inner angle (PI. IV). The central section con
tains a round-headed arch. The soffit of this arch 
inclines as it recedes to form a smaller round-headed 
arch in the plane of the gateway. The lower ends of 
the inclined soffit are accommodated to the angle 
between the plane of the doorway and the reveal of 
the frames by squinches of half cone ©hape decorated 
with twelve grooves radiating from their point (PI. V ) . 
The doorway is high, its arch of joggled voussoirs is 
of segment of circle- type with consoles below it.

The side niches have plain side columns, 
three interior facets and four rows of muqarnas.

*8 * I have not found much comment on this arch form 
which is evidently not Persian. Ogel, o p . cit., p . 158, 
says: !,Xnsid.e the recess there is found, ever unvarying
in form, a hroadly-arched door opening.” This is not 
quite accurate since the Sahib Ata mosque, the Ince 
Minareti medrese and the Qifte Minareli medrese of 
Sivas have pointed arched door$;the segment of a circle 
arch is however that used in most portals. E . Herzfeld 
"Damascus: studies in architecture” Ars Islamica, X, 19^3 
p. 3i • says; ’’The horizontal arch used for straight archi 
traves and lintels, together with the flat discharging 
arch, is a Roman invention.” The segment of a circle 
arch would be produced if the lintel were removed leaving 
the discharging arch. One may suppose that, either it 
was brought from Syria, or that it existed in Byzantine 
Anatolia. Little Byzantine building remains in Anatolia 
especially on the secular side.



Comment.

Erdmann 1s photographs show that while round-
headed arches are common in the interior construction
of hans they ate uncommon in their portals, though
nearly round arches are common in that position. The
Saraf jf a ' han near Alanya, built between 1236-1246, has
a round arch with a slanting soffit like that of the
^shalcli h a n , the arch is enclosed in a frieze arch with

9a slight point. The Incir han on the Antalya-Burdur
road of 1 2 3 8  has an arch, not quite round, with a
slanting soffit composed of radiating grooves. It may
thus have influenced both the soffit design and the

X 0squinches. The Qay ‘ han of c . 1 2 7 8 , which is nesit to 
«the Ishakli han on the road from Konya, appears to

imitate it, though its form is thoroughly apse like
and it has triangles in the squinch position.

The fan headed niche is particularly charac-
11teristic of Armenian building. ' It is sometimes adopted 

for Islamic tilrbes and is indeed used on the Shahnah kiimbe

8 0ev Erdmann, ojd . cit. no. 33 «
9 o lb i d , no o 2 9°
10. Ibid, no. 39.
11. E , Utudjian, Les monuments armenlens du IVe siecle 
au XVIIe si&cle, Paris, 19^7, and Architettura medieval© 
armena e d , De Luca, Rome, 1968, give many examples, for 
instance, Utudjian, fig. 146, the monastery of Khtzgonk 
of the eleventh century,
12. CIA PI. XVII. V



This is a possible shred of confirmation to the sugges-
c —tion that its occupant might have been Ali's father; 

again there is just a slender possibility that the fan 
headed niche, together with the use of a round-headed 
arch might be an early indication of the susceptibility
to Byzantine and Armenian design which some scholars

». 3 5see in the Ince Minareli medrese portal.

1 3 . Especially Lamb, op. cit. and A. Sakisian "Thames 
et motifs d'enluminure et de decoration armeniennes et 
musulmanes . 11 Ars Islamica, VI, i, 1939, pp. 6 6 -8 7 .
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Court Portal

Descrintion -   ——

The portal is made of dark and light stone with 
some suggestion of alternation. The upper part of the 
frames is missing, and the lower part is a little damaged 
also (PI. V I ) .

The frames consist of an outer torus, three 
bands and an inner torus (PI. VII). The first band 
curves inwards at its outer edge and at its inner 
edge is decorated with three pointed half-stars with 
a groove round them. This is followed by a broad 
plain band separated from a narrow plain band by a 
chamfer.

In the central section it appears that the 
14frieze arch was indicated by a slight change in 

surface plane. Some ornamented roundels are visible.
The muqarnas seem to have been in seven rows above 
the inscription, but in ten rows down the reveal.
The inscription is carved on a re-used Byzantine 
marble (PI. VIII). The do orway is of segment circle 
type with joggled voussoirs and consoles bearing three 
pointed half—stars (PI. IX). The side niches have 
pl.ain frames and corner columns , four rows of muqarnas 
and three interior fat'ets.

l4. I am indebted for the term to Ogel, op.cit. p.158 .



Comment,

The portal is unremarkable. The combination
of portal with muqarnas Tor the court and without for
the hall is quite usual; it is for example the case 

15with the bultan han on the Konya-Aksaray road begun 
in 1229* The most distinguished bi-coloured portal is 
perhaps the Sadeddin han near the Konya-Ankara road 
dated 1 2 3 5 / 6 .

15® Erdmann, o p . cit. , 110, 25®
16. Ibid, no. 2 8 .



Ishakli ban
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TTT
TV.

j
25

Tshakli h a n , hall portal.

Tshakli han, hall portal, profile.
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V T T . 
VTIT.

Tshakli han, court portal, profile.
Tshakli han, court portal, rovorso of inscription.
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TX. Tshakli han, court, portal, console and niche head.
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THE TAij MSDRSSE AT AK^EHXR

Inscript i o n

RCE A , no. 4-326, reads the inscription on the 
portal of the Ta$ medrese as follows :

"La construction de ce college beni a ete 
ordonKee durant les jours de 1 1 august sultan, 
le roi des rois magnifie, 1 1 ombre de Dieu dans
le monde , CI?,z al-dunya wal-din Abul-Fath ICaikawus,
fils de Kaikhusraw, la preuve de 1 ’emir des 
croyants, - que Dieu eternise xxx (?)! - par le
faible esclave, qui espere la misericorde de son 
Maxtre Bienveillant, Abul-MaCali Fakhr al-dawla 
wal-din °AlI, fils d'al-Husain Amirdad, - que 
Dieu lui pardonne ainsi q u 'a la totalite des 
musulmans I - a la date de muharram de 1'annee
64-8 (avril 1230)." (PI. X).

1Huart had proposed the date 613 H. but Houtsma
corrected this to 648 H. Huart had thought the patron
was a certain Khwadjeh Fakhr al-Din °Ali Tabriz!. The 

1 Stitle 3 I appears here six years before the date
at which Cahen tells us Fakhr al-Din CAli achieved it 
(see supra p. /a*. ),

1. Huart, Revue semitiqu^ no. 13 -
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P es cr ipt ion

2The portal is of grey and white marble.
The framing bands are missing above the side niches 
and the upper part of the central section has disappeared 
(PI. XI). Soliie new blocks have been introduced. Sarre's 
photograph shows that it has much decayed since his 
day when it still had a m u q a m a s  niche, and when the 
road level, was lower; however, it also shows that 
even in its previous state it did not project from 
the side walls (PI. XII),

The framing consists of four bands and a torus 
before a strip is reached which was once the lower end 
of the plane of the central section (Pis, XIII, XIV).
The first band emerges indeterminately from the side 
wall and is followed by a slight reveal. The second 
band curves inwards at its outer edge and is bordered 
at its inner by three pointed half-stars outlined by 
a triple groove. A broad plain band is separated from 
a narrow plain hand by a chamfer. The plain band is 
bordered by a plain narrow torus. These bands turn 
inwards under the strip of the central section, and 
they come to an unornamented end. The corner is formed 
by a plain column. Sarre's picture shows that this had

2 . Can the town be known as Ak.fehir - the white town - 
because of the presence and use of white marble ?
3. Sarre, Reise, pi. XII.



an undecorated double capital under a -projecting slab. 
The base is a framed cube, now at road level, but once 
resting on a plain base brieze.

The central section once had a frieze arch 
marked by a slight change in level, the areas above 
and be3.ow this are ornamented by roundels. There were 
eight rows of mug a m  as , below these was set the inscrip
tion which is carved on what appears to be a column 
(perhaps a waster rather than re-used) (PI. XV). The 
doorway arch is of segment of circle type with 
muqarnas consoles.

The side niches are set back in an incurving 
frame in which is an additional reveal (PI. XVI).
Their side columns are thin and plain, their capitals 
are double cubes with clipped corners. There are four 
rows of muqarnas and thnee interior facets. The niches 
do not reach the ground but are set above a cytna recta 
moulding. This has not been concealed by the new road 
level as the doorway is now reached by a step downwards

Comment.

Though its details are unremarkable in them
selves the portal bears a marked resemblance to the 
court portal of the Ishakli han, though carried out in 
marble instead of sandstone and with some refinements 
of detail. Features in common are the incurving band 
with three pointed half-stars followed by a broad



plain band separated from a narrow one by a chamfer, 
the lightly marked frieze arch, and the roundels. 
Refinements are the three grooves round the three 
pointed half-stars, the narrow torus frame, the frame 
to the niche and moulding under it. An adaptation is 
the change from half-star consoles to muqarnas. It

Q —therefore seems highly probable that Fakhr al-Din Ali
kis employing the same designer, as in the earlier 

building. This continuity is an interesting precedent

4. Rogers, Anatolian Studies, p. 8 l , points out that 
the. "designer " of the portal is not necessarily the 
"architect” of the whole building. The term "designer 
will therefore be used throughout as a matter of 
precaution.
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X.
XT.

Ak^ehir, Ta^ niedrese , inscription. 
\kfehir, Taf medrese, portal.



XTJ. Ak.^phir , Ta.̂  tnedrese (after Sarre , e i s e . pi. X I T ) .
XTTT. Ak^ehir, Ta§ medrese, profile.

J



XTV.
XV.

Ak.^ehir, Ta^ medrese, framing bands.
Ak^ehir, Ta^ medrese, reverse of inscription.
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XV T . Ak^ehir, Ta^ medrese, side niche.



THE SAHIB ATA MOSQUE AT KONYA

In s c r ip t i on s

The Sahib Ata mosque has also sometimes been 
called the Laranda mosque or the Energhe mosque.^ The 
inscription at the head of the portal is read, RCBA 
no. 4429, as follows :

"La construction de cette mosquee berilfc a ete 
ordonnee durant les jours de 1 1 empire du sultan,
1 ' ombre de Dieu dans le inonde, le souverain des
nuques des nations, le seigneur des Arabes et

c_____________ _ _des Persans, Izz al-dunya wal-din Abul-Fath
Kaikawus, fils de Kaikhusraw, - que Dieu eternise 
sa souve.rai.nte! - par le faible esc lave, qui a 
besoin de la misericorde de Dieu, CAli, fils 
d'al-Husain, fils du p&lerin Abu Bakr, - que
Dieu lui pardonne ainsi q u ' h. ses pere et m^re! - 
en I'annee 6 5 6 (1 2 5 8 )."

After the Tap medrese the patron has returned 
to the modest formula of the Isbakli han, also the name 
of bis grandfather appears for the first time. Should 
one imagine that in the capital be cuts a less grand
figure and has to rely more on the status of his family

\ c —*This is the first of Fakhr al-Din 'All's por
tals upon which the signature of a designer appears;

1. Ldytved, op.cit. p . 5 0 "Laranda” after the gate to 
Laranda (Karaman). Saladin, o.cit. p.462, uses the 
"Energhe" but does not explain it.



it is on two roundels on the right hand niche.
PCEA , no. 4430, reads this as "OEuvre de Faluk, fils 
de CAbd-Allah" 2 (PI. XVII, XVIII). Early readings 
gave various versions of the personal name, the final 
letter of which was particularly in doubt; however, 
the name also appears on the Ince Minareli where the 
final kaf is perhaps more clear" (Pis. XIX, XX).
The name may be related to that of the designer 
of the Gdk medrese in Sivas; however, I shall 
postpone discussion of this question till later 
(see pp.J24 3;K7-7a) and for the moment mention only the sug
gestion which is sometimes made that the designer of the

4Sahib Ata and the Ince Ninareli portals was an Armenian 
or of Armenian origin. CIA, which unfortunately never 
reached its Konya volume, has nevertheless a footnote

2. The signature also appears on the Ince Minareli, 
and on the now destroyed Nal.inci Liaba kiimbet , RCEA 
no. 4431 and Ldytved, op.cit. nos. 73 and 7 8 .
3. The reading ,fKalouk" seems to have first been 
propounded by Halil Edhem, cf. Mendel, op.cit.
p. 113(l) • Tj . Mayer, Islamic architects and their 
works, Geneva, 1936, p*77 : "The name of the architect,
although very clearly incised in two medallions on each 
fa9 ade, was occasionally read as Kelul, Kallul , Kalus, 
Malluk and even Mamluk".

24. Saladin, op.cit. p.4 5 6 :  "Ce Kalous, fils d'Abdallah
(...) etait probablement un Armenien, fils d *un renegat 
car generalement les convertis a 1 'Islam portent ce nom 
d ’Abdallah." A. Sakisian,"Thames et motifs d'enluminure 
et decoration armeniennes et musulmanes11 , Ars Isl arnica , 
VI, 1 9 3 9 , p . 6 7  takes Kaluk to be Armenian.
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on the name (which it does not transcribe)
"Bornon-nous a dire ici que .ce nota pe^^t etre 
aEtraenien : ke3. "loupn + dim. u g , c online kegh 
"beaute" + u^, formant le nom Keghug . . . " 5

The inscription round the portal is from
-  6 surat 4t3, nThe Victory1'. Ldytved points out that

verses 1 - k of this surat are used round the door
of the Ala al-Din mosque; he does not say if the
whole or a part is used here. One might argue that
long koranic quotations, stressing the reward of right
belief, the punishment of ido3.ate.rs and the role of
the Messenger, would be appropriate to the work of a
convert, but as stated above the first lines were
quoted on a Konya bui3.ding already, and the same might
be said of many other texts. The inscriptions i~ound 

6 athe sebils are koranic and are concerned with the 
7gift of water,

45. CXA XXI, i-ii, p , 21 . The part of this note q
quoted here on the possible Armenian etymology of 
Kaluk was contributed by P. Ka3.emkiarian "savant 
mekhitariste a Constantinople11 .
6 . Ldytved, op.cit., no. 45; he does not say how 
many verses are used here, but refers us to no. 20,
A l a 3' al-Din mosque, wher& verses 1 - 4 are used.

In no. 74 Ldytved says that verses 1 - 3-3 are used on 
the Ince Minareli medrese. Ldytved does not count the 
b-* ismillah in numbering verses .

Sebil — a pub3.ic fountain. Aslanapa op.cit. pp.3^2-3•
7 • Ldytved, op.cit., pp. 53.-52.
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Description.

The Sahib Ata mosque originally bore two 
minarets, though only a portion of one now remains; 
supports under the minarets flank the usual portal 
composition (PI. XXI ). The upper edge of the portal 
seems to have suffered some damage, it is now protected 
by a tiled roof. Apart from this the portal is in good 
repair though somewhat begrimed. Some white marble is 
employed with the stone. The marble has not been 
brought to a straight border on the side face of the 
portal, however it is surfaced as though it were

g
originally meant to be exposed-. Aslanapa mentions 
that the portal was probably originally attached to 
a structure but it seems unlikely that this would have 
concealed the edge of the marble blocks.

The brick bases of the minarets are set on 
the supports so that their tops come below the level 
of the top of the portal as it now stands. The brick 
carries a criss-cross pattern or Fersian type with 
insets of blue tiling.

Delow the bases on either side is an aperture 
with a pointed arch; these are surrounded by mouldings 
in white marble in a key pattern type of desigh (Pis. XXII ,XXIIl)

8 . Aslanapa, op. cit., p. 123: "Recent research and
explorations have shown that the Sahib Ata mosque in 
Konya was originally a structure supported on wooden
columns and extended as far as the present fapade with
its twin minarets . 11



A curious fact is that on the left the 
moulding twists into a loop over the arch, whereas 
on the right it does not.

Below these aperture features is an area 
of plain stone and below this on either side the 
framed niche of a sebil ; the niches are of white 
marble. TBie outer border of the left hand niche 
(PI. XXXV) bears an incised inscription, an unusual 
technique for the portals, inside this is a band of 
cyma recta section bearing a geometric pattern of 
stars and lozenges. The central area is headed with 
an inscription in floriated kufic, The spandrels 
are plain with ornamented bosses, A groove runs 
round the muqarnas niche which 1.s of five ranks.
The columns are covered with an inverted scale pattern. 
Their capitals and bases are identical : framed
cubes. The spandrel is ornamented by a moulding of 
angular section, looping in the spandrels. The 
lower border of the support is formed by a re-used 
sarcophagus with a pattern or interlocking cirCies 
(PI. XXV).

The right hand niche (PI. XXVI) is bordered 
by an inscription in relief. This is followed by a 
chamfer decorated by a tress of four strands. The inner 
border is a scroll with triple lobed florets on either 
side. The rest of the niche resembles that on the left, 
save that the architect's signature appears on roundels 
above the muqarnas niche, and the moulding in the



spandrels is of round section. The lower border is
formed by another sarcophagus (PI. XXVII) divided in
three panels which in the side sections bear lozenges

9with Qorgons' heads.
The upper and lower features of the minaret 

supports are linked by a moulding (PI. XXVIII) which 
runs along the inner edge of the upper feature and turns 
in under it, runs down the outer edge of the plain area 
above the niche and down its inner edge to end in a 
curled foot (PI. XXIX). The centre of the foot forms 
a dark punctuation mark in the composition which is 
echoed by one just above the foot. The linking moulding 
has a geometric strip on either side, the pattern is 
composed of half squares with one chamfered corner 
arranged in alternating pairs. The central section has 
a pattern in which cross threads run through lozenges.

There are four framing bands, two of which
30cross over a torus (PI. XXX). The outer band links 

lozenges with two strands in saltire running through 
them between the links. The second band curves inwards 
at its outer edge and bears an inscription. In the 
third position, on the right, a geometric band can be 
followed upwards till it crosses over the torus and 
then recrosses to its former position (PI. XXXI).

3 . Rogers, Anatolian Studies, p.73» says that the
sarcophagi are Byzantine and Phrygian.
ID. Ibid, fig. 4A shows the third band parallel with 
the portal and the fourth as a chamfer.
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It links with a scroll band proceeding from the other 
side of the torus. The crossing is repeated again 
higher up, and again in the upper corner. Apparently 
the bands must have exchanged position in the centre 
of the top of the composition, since on the left the 
floral scroll has the outer position. The torus in 
its lower area is patterned with arrows; above the 
first knot the torus is triple; above the second it 
is faceted.

The foundation inscription runs across the 
top of the central section (PI. XXXII). A torus forms 
loops in the upper spandrels, which may once have con
tained bosses. Immediately below this the frieze 
arch is plain; though pointed it has a rounder 
profile than the other arches used. In the area 
above the muqarnas are two broken bosses (PI. XXXIII). 
There are fourteen rows of muqarnas.

Above the doorway is an ornament equivalent 
to that above the frieze arch, but angular (PI. XXXIV).
The doorway arch is pointed; it has bi-coloured joggled 
voussoirs. The corner columns have a pattern,shared 
with the minarets, which leaves a void in the shape 
of an arrow with a bar across the top. The capitals 
are of two rows of acanthus.

The side niches are framed with a double scroll, 
They have plain roundels beside five rows of tnugarnas , 
faceted interiors and columns with framed-cube 
c ap itals (PI. XXXV) .
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Comment.

The composition with twin minarets on supports
flanking the portal proper links the Sahib Ata mosque
with the GtJk medrese, Sivas, of 1270 (also under the
patronage of Fakhr al-Din CAli) and with the (,’ifte
Minareli medrese, Erzurum. The Qifte Minareli is

11undated but is mentioned in a v akfiye in 1265.* * It
is more closely linked in style to the G8k medrese than
to Sahib Ata and so it is more probable that it follows
rather than precedes Sahib Ata. This question will be 

1 2pursued later. In whichever direction the influence 
proceeds the features held in common are : the
minaret supports which rise above a base; the use 
on these supports of a feature of interest at door

level, in the case of the Qifte Minareli the framed 
palm, in that of the Sahib Ata the sebils; the use 
above these features of an area of plain stone, 
in the case of the Qifte Minareli extending as 
far as the minaret ba s e , but in that of Sahib Ata with 
an upper feature of interest, the key pattern niches; 
in the central section both have a plain grooved 
frieze arch. In the matter of decoration the links 
are fewer; however, one could point to the use of 
high relief and of a fine triple torus, on the Qifte

If.'. Rogers, Ana to 3. Ian Studies , pp. 8 2 - 8 5  dismisses a 
false dating and gives a mention in a vakf iye of 126.5  
as a terminus ante quern.
12 . See below p p. /^ - «r



Minareli nal.n)-tree frame, and on the Sahib Ata in the 
central part of the moulding which is lapped over by the 
crossing bands. I think there is sufficient connection 
to say that the one was aware of the other and it seems 
likely to me that the Qifte is the follower for the reason 
stated above and because it seems to me a more accom
plished design than the Sahib Ata which seems rather 
gauche and experimental.

Although it has an unusual design various 
features .link it to previous Konya buildings. The 
most obvious of these are the key patterns round the 
upper niches of the supports which, though in relief,

C  —  5 —are clearly related to those of the Ala al-Din mosque 
of 1220/1^^(PI, XXXVI) and of the Karatay medrese 
of 12511^ (PI. XXXVII), The Karatay also has double 
acanthus capitals, though of a form even more free 
than those of Sahib Ata; it also employs scrolls

IS* It is of course the ’'portal” between the two but
tresses which is meant and not the entrance portal to the 
western end of the same faqade. Whether the feature in 
question is really a blocked doorway as Mendel says, op.cit. 
p. 3.6, or a large ornamental feature (lamb, op.cit. pi. V I : i , 
shows it without a descending flight of steps) is immaterial 
to its influence on decoratidn. Huart, Reviie semitlque, 
no, 2 6 , calls it the "porte principaJ.e" and dates it 6 I7 H. 
(1220/3.) while the other, no. 27, porte d 1 entree" is 6 1 6 H. 
Sarre, Reise , pp. (*7-8 also reads these dates. RC E A , no.
3 8 3 5 reads the date of the "portail principal" as 6 l6 H . ; 
this must be the door on the western end of the faqade, a 
plaque to the right, no. 3 8 3 6 , must be to its right.
14. RCEA, no. A3 3 3 .
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finely carved in marble (PI. XXXVIXX). similar to those 
round Sahib Ata's left hand sebil. The notion of two 
bands interlocking with each other over e\ central 
feature could have come from tile work 011 the great 
iwan of the Sir9 a.ll raedrese of 124-2 (PI . XXXIX) .
Another feature which may have its origin in Konya is 
the curled foot of the band which seeks to unify the 
supports by linking the upper and lower features. This 
may be related to the curled foot of the mouldings on 
a plaque on the wall of the ° A1 al-Din mosque (PI . XL), 
The arch form of this plaque, being rather broad, is 
also that of the Sahib Ata frieze arch. Tie curled
termination to a moulding would a pip ear to be Byzantine

. . 1.6 xn origin,
Together with the key pattern nicb frames 

and the linking mouldings, the torus loops above the 
frieze arch and the faceted looping figure above the

15 • Ibid, no. 4211.
l6 . Mendel, op.cit. p,l8 , mentions this moulding, but 
rot a propos of Sahib Ata, and says that it is "un era- 
prunt direct aux monuments chretiens de Syrie", R. 
Krautheimer, Early Christian and By zan t in e Arc bitecture, 
Harmondsworth, 1 C)6"B> , pi . p9Q shows an example for ?laX~clTt 
Simcan, c. 470, and in pl.3 9A an example of a mainly 
horizontal linking moulding. Perhaps such features 
also existed nearer in time and place to Konya. Mendel, 
op.cit., p.l8 , points out that the arcade at the top of 
the Ala al-Din faqade is re—used Byzantine, as are some 
of the columns in the interior. The pilasters of the 
entrance door bear a remarkable resemblance to some at 
Din Bir Kilise which I visited on 3rd August, I9?B, but 
the linking moulding does, however, appear on St. uregory 
Aboughamrentz at Ani of the tenth century. Utudjian, 
op.cit. p i . 1 5 7 *
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a greater importance than is common in Seljuk archi-
21tecture and a study of Utudjian’s work seems to bear 

this out. Before deciding positively that the tori of 
Sahib Ata are Armenian inspired one should consider 
that they might also have been a feature of the 
Byzantine architecture which has mostly disappeared
from central Anatolia but whose influence on the

22Seljuks in Konya has been noted by Sarre. I say
this because I shall argue later that the influence 
of Armenia, or Armenia through Divrigi, becomes much 
more evident in the portal of the Ince Minareli medrese 
portal. The bold tori may be simply another indication 
of Kaluk's willingness to use and transform motifs which 
he found in Konya, whether Islamic or not.

Another evidence of the independence of the 
designer if the bold re-use of the sarcophagus with 
Gorgons' heads. Re-use of capitals and columns was 
not uncommon and we have seen the re-use of turned 
slabs on the Ishakli han and the Ta^ medrese- The
re-use of figural representations was not unknown,

2 ^Laborde1s ' picture of the walls of Konya shows a

21. Utudjian, op.cit., passim, but for example Haridjavank 
monastery of the thirteenth century, pi. 188. At this 
date Islamic influence of these could be argued and while 
this is possible in some degree it seems nevertheless 
evident that the articulation and decoration of a fa9 ade
by mouldings is an East Christian tradition of long standing
22. Sarre, Reise, Ch. V.
23. Laborde, op.cit., plates not numbered.



nude statue incorporated into them and figural fragments
may also be used to decorate bans, for example the Kadin 

24han. The re-use of a figural representation on a
mosque joortal is, however, unique among the Seljuks.

The extensive koranic quotation dealing as 
it does with the reward of believers and the punishment 
of unbelievers might lead one to think that the compo
sition was the work of a convert, Ldytved signals a 
smaller except from this surat on the door of the
c —O _Ala al-Din mosque so that one cannot make too much 
of the point; however, the use of a koranic inscrip
tion as a framing band is another innovation of Kaluk,

25as far as Konya is concerned,
0

The Sahib Ata mosque, like the Ince Minareli 
medrese (and also the <^ifte Minareli medrese of Hivas) 
employs a pointed arch, I am uncertain whether this 
should be considered an example of Persian or Mongol 
influence .* ̂

24. Erdmann, op.cit, no, 10, pi, 57- Erdmann says how
ever that the han is so named (Kadin - lady) because it 
was founded by a woman, p, 49 <>
25. Though of course long koranic inscriptions were 
used earlier in other areas of Islam, cf . A Maricq and 
G. Wi.et he minaret de Djajm-.: la decouverte de la capi- 
tale des sultans ghorldds TxiIe-XIIIe siecles) , Paris, 
1959, p »25 • The whole surat 19 of "Mary" is used on 
the minaret,
26 . Rogers, Kunst des Orients ,argn.es that even after 
the Mongol conquest Persian influence is slight in 
Anatolian architecture.
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XIX. Konya, Tnce Minareli medrese, designer's signature, i.
XX. Konya, Ince Minareli medrese, designer's signature, ii.



t

XXI
XXTT. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, left key pattern feature

Konya, S^h ib Ata mosque, portal .



XXTTT. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, right key pattern feature.
TV. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, left sebil niche.
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XXV.
XXVI.

Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, 1 eft sarcophagus. 
Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, right sebi1 niche.
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XXVTT. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, rjght sarcophagus.
XXVTTT, Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, linking moulding.
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XXTX. Konya, ^abib Ata mosque, termination of moulding
and framing bands.

XXX. : onya, ^abib Ata mosque and Tnce Minareli medrese
p r o f i l e s  (after R o g e r s ,  Ana t o1i an S t ud i e s , Figs kA

and B ) .

,
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. . .

wMwigpgsBfiBi

> XX T . I' onya, Sahib Ata mosque, crossing bands.
XXXTT. 1' onya , Sahib Ata mosque, upper portion of*

central section.
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XXXTTI. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, boss.
 ̂XX T V . K onya , Sahib Ata mosque , rioorway.
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XXXV. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, side column.
XXXVI. Konya, CAla*al$D In mosque, door or window.
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XXXVTI. Konya, Karatay medrese, portal.
XXXVITI. Konya, Karatay medrese, scroll-work
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XXXTX. I' onya , Sir<jali tnedrese, tile—work of great Twan.
XL. Konya, CAla">al — Din mosque, plaque.
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XI,I. !>iv:rigi , AV»ma<1 Sliah mosque, North portal
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THE INCE MINARELI MEDRESE AT KONYA 

Inscriptions

qThe Ince Minareli medrese in Konya bears no 
foundation inscription, a rarity for a building of this 
importance, hence the name of the founder is not recor
ded on it, nor the date. The justification for including

  Q -it among the foundations of FT&khr al-Din Ali is to be
found in Ldytved :

,,Nach Aussage von Hiesigen, die die betreffende 
St if tungsurkunde gelesen haben, .ist der Erbauer 
Fachreddin Ali, gennant Sahib Ata, der auch das 
Laranda Kesdschid und dahinter liegende Chanekjali 
hat errichten lassen. Der Architekt Kelul ist 
auch derselbe wie on dem laranda Mesdschid und 
Nalindschi Turbe . 11 2

The justification for treating it immediately after the
Sahib Ata mosque is, for the moment, the practical one
that it is convenient to treat these two works of Kaluk
in sequence. The designer's signature read by RCEA, no.4431,
as "OEuvre de Kaluk, fils de °Abd-Allah"^ has, like that

kof the Sahib Ata, been corrected by Edhem to Kalouk 
(Kaluk). The signature is in a higher position on 
the fa$ade and is more grandly written, two reasons 
for believing that the Ince Minareli is probably the 
later building (Pis. XIX, XX). The inscription is in

1. Named after its "slender minaret", Ldvtved, oo.cit.P.6 9 .
2 . I-dytved, op.cit. p. 6 9 *
3 . Ibid, n o . 73•
4. Mendel, op.cit. p. 113^ as above.
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relief and not incised as on the Sahib Ata mosque.
The outer inscription band i s } like that of

Sahib A t a , from surat 48, 1-13, 11 The Victory” while
- 6the central one is from surat 3 6 , 1~3I 1 "Ya Sin11.

This is again a suitable choice for a convert s a 
warning to those whose fathers xvere heedless .

3♦ Ldytved, op.cit. no. 7^ . 
6 . Ibid , 110 . 75 •
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Descrintion.

The portal is entirely of stone (PI. XT IT). 
Dorothy Lamb' is of the opinion that an upper cornice 
may once have existed, and this seems not impossible, 
since the cornice immediately below the present protec
tive roofing seems to be a restoration; apart from this 
it is in good repair save for some damage towards the 
base. The composition of the portal is unusual and

8 ait extends unusually far from the main w a l l , having 
a complete vaulted chamber behind it.

The frames consist of an outer triple torus 
and three bands (Pis. XXX, XLTTT-XLIX). The triple 
torus rises from a framed base cube and forms a knot at 
one third the height of the facade. The sides of this knot 
form triple points (PI. L ) . The first band is floral.
Tt is composed of a double interlace of four strands and 
is characterised by drooping florets on the outer sides.
The second band is a lightly incised type of elongated key 
pattern , it runs under the third band above the base.
Tie last band curves inwards at its outer edge and bears 
an inscription in relief.

7* Dr. K. >'ason of University College tells me that a 
sample of similar stone (taken from the Slr^ali medrese 
repairs) is a lava, probably of local origin, bi.otite 
dacite , which is of uniform texture and which might be 
carved with relative facility, while resisting weathering.
8 . Lamb, op.cit. pp. 50—51*
8a. It projects 5 ^ 0 cm., the usual projection is in 
the order of 1 0 0 - 2 0 0  cm., e.g. ishakli han, hall 98 cm., 
court 1kO cm., Gdk medrese l80 cm.
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The central section of the portal is composed 
in three vertical planes. A first plane forms a cor
nice of two pairs of round-headed arches (or two pairs 
of units of round-headed arcade) which are linked in 
the centre by a pendant curve (PI. L I ) , below and behind 
this is another plane, and below and behind this the 
doorway recess. The cornice is rimmed with fine grooves 
at its inner and outer edges, between which is set a 
torus decorated with an interlace of two fine tori 
crossing in saltire. This moulding rises from framed 
cubes, like column bases set rather less than two thirds 
of the way up the fa9 ade. The torus is interrupted by 
the pendant curve.

In the second plane below the unsupported 
centres of t e units of arcading are roundels bearing 
the signature of the designer. Below these are two 
motifs of key pattern type in relief; they are orna
mented by double grooves. Their upper edge is straight 
while their lower edge follows the line of the arch 
below them. These features are surrounded by a double 
scroll with single florets towards the inside of the 
band (PI. LII). At the point of the key feature the 
band unite to continue downwards beside the arch.

On the chamfered side of the first plane, but 
lower in level that the key figures, are two floral 
features (PI. LIII). A floral crest projects away from 
the background, below this are two round sectioned 
"stems" which cross midway and meet lower down in a
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three pointed "root". The strip between the ’stems" is 
filled with a twist with floral ends, and it is framed 
by a scroll with florets 011 either side.

The arch of the doorway recess has a flat 
head as though a pointed arch had been separated by the 
passage of the inscription. The transition from the 
upper forward plane to the lower back plane is effected 
by a curve. Within the curve of the arch at the sides 
are large floral features (PI. LTV). Though there is 
some correspondence in general effect between the large 
floral features and the smaller ones theii? treatment 
is rather different. The larger ones are, if the word 
is not out of place, rather more naturalistic; its 
florets are more separated and have a sinuous quality; 
grooves running along them give an air of naturalism.
The upper part of this feature is undercut to a remark
able extent. The lower part of the stem is ringed with 
a thick half moon below which the stem fans out to form 
a segmented cone with five canulations and then retracts 
to form a similar cone inverted (PI. LV). The large 
floral features are surrounded by panels of floral work 
except immediately above the upper cone.

At the level of the gateway outside the usual 
corner columns there are, on either side, two additional 
ones which taper to their lower ends to meet a ball; 
below this is the semblance of a tassel. These columns 
bear a scale pattern. The main columns also bear this 
pattern but embellished with a floret on each scale.



Their capitals are of two rows of acanthus; there are 
no bases. The plinth below these columns is plain but 
this may be simply restoration. The side niches are 
traced though they have no cavity. They are bordered 
with a pattern of fine grooves which interlace at 
intervals (PI, LVI).

The door has a pointed arch. The spandrels above 
it are filled with panels with plain bosses . One of 
the most unusual features of this portal is the inscrip
tion band, damaged at both ends, which rises on the right 
of the door, loops with, the descending band over its head 
and proceeds up through the arch of the poortal recess to 
cross over the descending band on the pendant curve of the 
first plane of the central section where a marked projecting 
ridge is left between the two bands (Pis. LVII-LXIl).

A decorative panel on the base of the minaret 
bears out several of the decorative themes of the portal.
Two niche-shaped panels afe filled with floral, decoration 
from which floral crests project (Pis. LXIII, LXIV). These 
niches are surrounded by a framing torus which can be 
construed as "continuous11 but which in effect follows 
the line of the niches and then encloses them in a square; 
lozenges over the head of the niches form a link with the 
loop over the portal door, a raised crossing in saltire 
half-way down the niches recalls the knots of the outer 
torus of the faqade, the moulding round the upper cor
nice and the framing of the side niches, the crossings 
at the bottom recall the key pattern figures.



Comment.

The portal of the Ince Minareli medrese is
extremely skillfully constructed in such a way that the
transitions from block to block are almost completely
masked (see especially PI. LVUi). In more conventional

9portals the courses are able to run regularly for the
most part, but here a veritable jigsaw puzzle must have
been worked out before the construction stage. Even
the intentional contrast of blocks usual in the voussoirs
of the doorway has been omitted. This gives it an
effect of smoothly hanging fabric.

The portal does not resemble any other in 
10its entirety;’ however, a considerable number of com

parisons of detail may be made.

Comparisons with the foundations of Fakhr al-Din Ali

Ishakli h a n .
Curiously enough, comparisons can be made 

between the Ishakli hall portal and the Ince minareli

9 • In the earlier constructions there is little at
tempt to Conceal the transitions from block to block, 
or perhaps one should say that it is emplqited inten
tionally. At the Alay han, undated, cf. Cgel, op. cit., 
p l . 3 ^, the octagon bands may be read as a series of
units, at the Sivas hospital, 1 2 1 7 , pl« 7i the transi
tions are rather regular though more concealed by a 
more complicated pattern at the Konya-Aksaray Sultan 
han, 1230-40, pl. 14, the notion of disguising the 
transitions seems to prevail.
1 0 . It is the Seljuk portal most frequently shown in 
popularising works.
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portal. The slanted soffit of the former has a 
certain resemblance to the curving transition of 
the latter though the use of the blocks is dissimilar. 
However, a slanted soffit appears at the back of the 
porch chamber so that the designer would certainly be 
conscious of this type of form (Pl. LXV ). A second 
point is that the grooved fan heads at the lower end 
of the soffit have a resemblance to the grooved cones 
below the greater floral forms. The resemblance is a 
visual one since cones on the Ince Minareli are not 
functional and are everted; nevertheless, the 
similar placing of these unusual features is interes
ting. It would seem quite likely that Kaluk might have 
seen and re-interpreted these features; it would even 
be possible that he had designed the earlier^’ portal 
himself at a stage in his career when he was not yet 
grand enough to add his signature.

Sahib Ata mosque.
Though the composition as a whole is very 

different, various details are similar. Inscription 
is prominent on both portals, and i>art of the "Victory" 
surat is vised on both. Ahe key pattern features round 
the niches on the minaret supports of Sahib Ata are 
clearly related to those in the second plane of the

11. I haxard the word "earlier" here; in view of the 
date of the Divrigi group, 122S-9, any sequence is 
possible.
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central section of the Ince Minareli in that they are 
both in relief. Both portals employ plain tori, on 
the Sahib Ata as stated above, on the Ince Minareli a 
triple torus as the outer frame, torus as the "stem11 

of the lesser floret and as the frame to the minaret 
panel. The Sahib Ata shows an interest in bands which 
loop with each other in the third and fourth framing 
bands, in the Ince Minareli this theme is taken up by 
the central inscription. The effect of these same third 
and fourth bands with a torus between is echoed by the 
cornice moulding of the Ince Minareli, and in this case 
the torus bears in relief the pattern which is incised 
on the Chamfered frame of the right sebil of Sahib Ata. 
Finally the doorways of both have pointed arches, which

0___)_____ _is not the case with the Ala al-Din mosque nor the Karatay 
medrese .

I would suggest that the Ince Minareli is the 
later composition; since the designer’s name is more 
prominent; since the composition is more sophisticated 
and effective; and since I believe that the difference 
between the two buildings could be explained by the 
designer's experiencing the influence of the Mengiicdk 
complex of 1228-9 at Uivri^i.^ The fact that

12. CIA, III, i-ii no. 4l , the North door, no. 43, the 
West door, no. 44, the hospital door, are all 6 2 6 H.
(1228-9). Gabriel, MTA II, p.l8 8 suggests that the "portal 1 
de l'Est" might be a few years later in date. T have the 
verbal assurance of Mrs. Yolande Crowe, 1 9 th September, 1972, 
that this feature is to be considered as of the same building 
period as the rest of the structure, and that it is a "window" 
It seems to share the ambiguous nature of the °A1a5 al-Din 
feature, but as with this the distinction is not crucial 
to its influence on decoration.
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Ince Minareli shows more strongly the inflxience of a 
distant site would seem to be a sign of later experience, 
however, since the Divrigi building is earlier than Sahib 
Ata nothing can be quite certain; one could postulate 
a designer trained at Divrigi forced at a later date 
to ape the ways of K onya, and fearing to put a bold 
signature to the result.

The two main differences between the Sahib 
Ata mosque and the Ince Minareli medrese, the minaret sup
ports apart, are the absence in the latter of m u g a m a s  and 
of the use of marble. Conventional mugarnas are only used 
at Divrigi on the East portal (or window) and there only
as a border. The tradition for a inuoarnas niche is not,■■■ . * ... ■ ■
however very strong in Konya either since besides the Sahib
Ata mosque only the Karatay medrese has one and that is
unconventional in form. The tradition for marble, on 
the other hand, is strong in Fonya with the °Ala>al-Din 
mosque, the Karatay medrese and the Sahib Ata mosque.

Comparisons with the mosque and hospital at Divrigi.

Hospital of Tfaran Malik, Divrigi.
The portal of the hospital does not employ a 

mugarnas niche, but, with a pillar before its window, 
could possibly fcive a lead to the idea of an arch cut 
by a vertical division (FI. LXVI). More important, 
however, is its use of tori. Two tori rise on its
outer edge, knot as they turn horizontally outwards,



and rise to form a four pointed head of rather "drain
pipe" effect. This termination recalls the triple 
points of the knot on the torus at the side of the
Ince Minareli and at the "root" of the lesser floret,
while the knot recalls the framing of the minaret panels.

In the interior a torus decoration is also 
used below the springing of the vault of the great 
iwan (Pl. LXVII). This has a knot at the centre, 
while at its inner edge it has a vertical figure in 
which the bands cross and the top projects from the 
walls. Though not identical this is the closest parallel 
I have seen to the lesser floral feature of the Ince 
Minardi. One may also note the close proximity of a 
fan decoration in the vault though this is, of course, 
on a different scale and in a different setting from 
that below the greater floret of the Ince Minareli.

Mosque of Ahmad Shah at Divrigi, North door.
The !'orth door avoids the use of conventional

mugarnas, but supplies the idea of supporting members
under the frieze arch (Pl. XLI). This might have influ
enced the Ince Minareli's greater florets though in their 
case the support is a visual effect only. Another factor 
in the composition is the use of tori at the sides with 
an "incident" at one third the height of the building.
In the case of the Ince Minareli this is a knot, in 
th at of the North door it is as though a column base 
were placed on a column capital; this feature may also
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have some bearing on the cone and inverted cone of the 
great floret of the Ince Minareli.

The probability of the relation between the 
large floral forms on the Divrigi door and those on

13the Tnce Minareli has been noted by several authorities. ' 
The size and daring undercutting seem to be definite 
links, the treatment is, however, rather different 
since the flowers of Divrigi are ornamented surfaces 
while those of Konya are cut in the round. The overlap 
of the flowers at Divrigi shows the skill in unconven
tional block cutting, noted above on the Ince M n a r e l i  
portal, but at a yet greater j>itch of ingenuity (PI. LXVIII) 
Another feature of interest is the projecting floral 
crest at the head of the Divrigi arch (PI. LXIX). The 
lesser florets of the Ince Minareli project forward as 
do the crests on the minaret panels. Less conspicuous 
than the crests, but important since they appear not 
only on the Ince Minareli but at Erzurum and at Sivas, 
are moonshaped clasps, which at Divrigi and 011 the Ince 
Minareli ornament floral stems (PI. LXX).

Mosque of Ahmad ^ahah at Divrigi, West door.
The possibility of an influence from the West 

door at Divrigi seems to have been overlooked, and yet 
here also there are links (PI. L-XXI) . The West door

13• Notably Saladin, op.cit. p.455» and Sakisian op.cit.
p . 6 7 .



employs a round-headed arch though this is jDrobably not
*

important for the Ince Minareli. More interesting is 
its overall effect of finely controlled, predominantly 
floral patterning in low relief. Among the bands of 
the West door there seems to be a predelic&tion for the 
type of pattern which combines two or four floral scrolls 
into a skein of figures which may, for convenience, be 
said to resemble the "ace of Spades". A two-stranded 
version of this pattern runs round the arch, while a 
four-stranded version rises on the outer side of this 
and the outermost band is a version less obviously 
stranded and in descending order. The floral band of 
the Ince Minareli is of "ace of Spades" type, resembling 
most closely the middle band of the three just mentioned.

The West door seems also to be the first door 
in Anatolia to make extensive use of panels of floral 
decoration as opposed to bands (PI. L X X U )  . Above the 
door these panels are bordered xvith plain strips and 
a contrast is made with an ariea of plain stone in the 
side niche position. Panels with plain borders 
characterise the third plane of the central section 
of the Ince Minareli and contrast with the plain 
spandrel over the door and the blank side niches.

Another point is that on & side face of the 
door there appears a bird with a moon-clasp rou^d its 
fan shaped tail (PI. LXXIIl). This might suggest the 
moon—clasp round the grooved cone of the greater floral 
feature of the Ince Minareli.
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Comparisons with other portals*

Qif te M in ar e 1 i me dr ese, E rzuriim.
Various features link the Divrigi portals, 

the Ince Minareli with the Qifte Minareli medrese,
9

(PI. LXXIV), but this, like the Ince Minareli, is 
undated. Since both these dates are unknown and since 
there is also the x5033ibility of the influence of Divrigi 
on both, buildings being independent we can make no defi
nite statement on the transmission of motifs. Neverthe
less it would seem probable to me that the Ince Minareli 
influenced the Minareli. Of the forms which are
held in common the dominating !,ace of spades” type 
outer framing band, and the use of a triple torus with 
a polygonal 11 eyelet hole" at one third its height as 
frame to the niche on the minaret suxoport would be 
directly transmitted. The double headed eagle on the 
npalm tree" in the niche is to be found on the side of 
the North door at Divrigi and not on the Ince Minareli* 
However, I would argue that the designer of the Qifte 
Minareli was aware of the Ince Minareli since the "palm 
tree" is more similar to the Ince Minareli floral 
feature than to the broad leaved features of Divrigi.
-̂ t also has a moon-clasp round it. More than this 
however, the niche frame terminates with a moon—clasp 
over a tassel. The tassel is not, I think, a feature 
of Divrigi, but it aiopears on the tapering columns of 
the Ince Minareli, though without the moon-clasp. It 

would therefore seem probable that the designer of the



Qifte Minareli had combined two disparate forms seen 
on the Ince Minareli, and that the Qifte Minareli 
is therefore later. The moon-clasp and tassel combi
nation appears, as we shall see, 011 the Gdk medrese in

14Sivas, but Michael Rogers argues that this is later 
than the yifte Minareli. If, as has been suggested 
above, the designer of the £ifte Minareli followed 
the composition of the Sahib Ata mosque he must have 
had some contact with Konya, though of course this 
could possibly have been before the building of the 
Ince Minareli.

The Sultan han on the Kayseri-Sivas road.
One contribution to the Ince Minareli fa9 ade

1 5could come from the Sultan han. ' This is the second, 
key pattern frame, which is used on the Sultan han hall 
portal in the second and third position.

Fortunately, one field of influence need 
not preclude others, so that one may also make extra— 
Islamic comparisons.

14. Rogers, Anatolian Studies, pp. 6 3 - 8 5 .
15. Erdmann, op.cit. no. 2 6 , the hall dated 1232-6, 
and pi . 1.47 .



Tli e class 1 c a 1 swag.

Perhaps the most curious feature of the Ince 
Minareli portal is that which I have called the "pendant 
curve". Such a form would seem inimical to Islamic

j ̂
design sense ‘ dominated as it is by the niche form, 
nor is it to be Pound in East Christian architecture.
I would suggest that it may be related to the classi
cal swag. I would recall the classical statue set into 
the walls of Konya in. Laborde's picture. In the museum 
at IConya today one may see a collection of stonework 
Pound in the region; one fragment shows a classical 
swag while a Byzantine sarcophagus shows a later 
example oP the Porin (Pis. LX X V , LXXVIfl).

16 . The nearest approach would seem to be a downwards 
feature dividing two arches as in the CAdilIya at 
Damascus, 567—619 H. , E. Herzfeld, "Damascus: studies
in architecture", Ars Islamica, XI-XII, 1946, Fig. 9 0 , 
or on the Ahlat Ulu ktimbeF~lP72 H. (1273) (?), Aslanapa,
op.cit. Pig. 7 9 5 but these do not have the Pull-bellied 
look oP a swag.
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Comparisons with East Christian art.

The possibility of the influence of East
17Christian forms on the Ince Minareli mentioned by Saladin

has been further studied by Dorothy Lamb. She suggests
various parallels which may be divided into three cate-
fories : the influence of architecture, the influence
of architectural forms in manuscripts, the influence of
decoration in manuscripts. She offers these parallels
as a partial explanation only and adds the caveat that
the majority of motifs point to the Sahib Ata mosque and

19"away from the Armenian churches".

Architecture
Lamb mentions the "tendency to divide the arch- 

20scheme vertically", which I presume refers to the two

17• Saladin, op.cit. p.460 "La floraison touffue et 
bizarre de cette ornementation artnenienne rappelle d'une 
faQon frappante celle des ornements de certain manu- 
scrits byzantinfl."
1 8 . Lamb, op.cit. p. 5 2 . The argument is developed over 
pp . 52—54.
19. Ibid, p.51. She also mentions "certain interlacing 
bands of stucco inscriptions in the Qara Serai built by 
the Zenghid Lulu and refers to F. Sarre and E. Herzfeld 
Arch&ologische Reise in Euphrat- und Tigris- Gebelit , 4 
yols, Berlin,' 1911 , vol. Ill pi. XCVI-XCVIT. The inscrip
tion band does not in fact have much similarity to that 
of the Ince Minareli since it is backed with floral / 
scrolls, however, an "ace of Ip ades" band is shown. PI. 
CVI of the same building shows stucco panels with floral 
decoration.
20. Lamb, op.cit. p.52



pairs of units of arcading of the cornice, and says that 
this is a common Byzantine form, citing the divided win
dow of the church of St. Amjolii 1 ochins on the Acropolis 
hill at Konya. I believe that this monument has disap
peared ; however, I think we could agree that the double

21 2 window is a Byzantine form, " and also, as Lamb continues, "
that "blind niches commonly have this vertical division
with merely e\ consol instead of a central strpport . " An
examjxle of this form, which is of considerable interest
from the point of view of Ince Minareli composition,
occurs on the monastery of Noravank at Am a g Ian u (PI, LXXVII) .
B-ere we find the double arch on either side and a central
figure between. The use of knotting tori is also of
interest as is the framed panel in the lower register
of the fa9ade. The monastery is dated as of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries. I do not wish to suggest that
it is a direct influence on the Ince Minareli medrese
but that it is a product of East Christian design showing
c l e a r s  some of those features which on the Ince Minareli
are unusual in the Seljuk context.

21. See R. Krautheimer, op.cit., for example pl,152A, 
Hosios Lukas, Theotokos, c.1040.
22. Lamb, op.cit. p. 52* See for example Krautheimer, 
op.cit. pi. 55B, Ravenna, Baptistery of the Orthodox, 
c.400-50.
23* Utudjian, op.cit. pi.200, monastery of Noravank 
of the XII and XIV centuries.
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The cornice of the Ince Minareli is neverthe
less not entirely like a pair of divided arches since 
it has no supporting members on the inner sides. It
has to some extent the nature of an arcaded cornice,

24and it has been compared by Stryzgowski" to romanesqu 
cornices. A cornice similar in form appears on the

25cathedral of Alba Iulia in Komania (PI. LXXVIIIy; 
perhaps others once existed in central Anatolia.

Architectural forms in manuscripts.
Lamb points out that a double arch often occurs

as a frame in Armenian canon tables. It must be admitted
that the arches used have most usually flat heads, though
versions with pairs of round headed arches can occur 

Of)(PI. LXXTX). In East Christian art the niche form is
often associated with a hanging curtain. I sboiild like 
to suggest that a reminiscence of these curtains might 
account for the curious tapering columns which appear 
beside the usual side columns of the Ince Minareli 
medrese (Pis. L X X X , LXXXI ) . 27

24. J. Stryzgowski, Die Baukunst der Armenier und Europa,
2 vols, Vienna, 1918* V o l .II p .805 he makes the comparison 
and adds HIm altchristlichen Kirchenbau Syriens kommen Mhnlich 
fortlaufende Bogen vor".
25. G. Oprescu (ed) Istoria Artelor in Romania, 2 vols, 
Bucharest, 1 9 6 8 , V o l .I ,p i .106 and p .124 tells us that it 
was rebuilt in 1246.
26. Father M. Janashian, Armenian miniature painting of 
the Armenian academy at San Iazzaro, Venice, 1966, P I .
XLTITIfrom an eleventh century canon table.
27. F . Mac1e r , Miniatures armeniennes, vies du Christ, 
peintures ornementales (Xe au XVIIe siecles). Paris, 1913* 
pi. 11, from a manuscript of the ninth to tenth century, p.12. 
L.Dournovo, Armenian miniatures, trans.J.Underwood, London, 
1 9 6 1 , p.49, Gospel of Mugni, mid-eleventh century.



Saladin and Lamb have suggested that the large
floral forms of the Ince Minareli may he accounted for
by the decoration of East Christian manuscripts. Though
the precise form of the florets is not often paralleled,
the large scale of the floret in relation to the arch
of the canon table beside it is, and in some cases there

28is a similarity of form |P1 . LXXXII. ). Lamb also points
out the fondness of the Armenians for knotted decorations 
on capital letters. On such capitals, and the crosses 
which often stand opposite them on a page, a straight 
line is sometimes seen to transfix a ring or disc; this 
may perhaps be the origin of the form which seems more 
like a moon—shaped clasp on the Ince Minareli medrese 
(PI. LXXXItl) . 2 9

To these lines of comparison suggested by Lamb 
I should like to add another; this is the representation 
of Heaven in East Christian iconography.

I have mentioned before the curiosity of the 
pendant curve of the cornice and suggested that its form 
may be related to the classical swag. I think, however, 
that a further explanation may be offered for its place

28. S. Der Nersessian, Armenian manuscripts in the Freer 
gallery of art. Washington D.C. 1 9 6 3 . PI.I 9 fig.3 8 , Four 
Gospels 1253*
29« Der /Nersessian, op.cit. p i .26 fig.5 0 , Four Gospels 1253



ill the composition. As mentioned, a descending curve
at the head of a composition is not an Islamic form;
it is, however, frequent in Byzantine compositions as
a representation of Heaven. This representation of
Heaven is usually, though not always, centrally placed
and in many cases a line, indicating an intervention of
Heaven in terrestial affairs, descends from it. This

30is often the case in baptisms (PI. LXNXIV') . A repre
sentation of Heaven of this sort may also appear in 
compositions which do not represent a biblical subject 
(PI. L X X X V ) . I  suggest that Kaluk recalled this form 
of composition in his use of the pendant curve and the 
central line formed by the inscription, but not neces
sarily that he used it with symbolic intention.

I think that the composition and decoration 
of the Ince Minareli medrese portal only to be ex
plained if we believe that the designer xvas of sufficientl 

independent mind to embrace the eclecticism suggested 
by the preceding comparisons. Unfortunately, we cannot 
know if Kaluk actually made a journey to Divrigi, though 
the number of comparisons make some connection seem very

3 0 . S. Der Nersessian, Manitscrits armeniens illustres 
des XIIe , XIIIe et XIVe ŝ ‘!T¥c~i"e s'" d e 1 a b ibI t o th&que"~des 
plres ~Mekh i t ar 1st e-&vv de Yen is e . Paris , 1 9 3? , ’ P 1 7 XX V I , 
dated II9 3 .
31. C. Diehl, La peinture byzantine, Paris, 1933 »
PI. LXXXV, from the Barberini Psalter, end of the 
eleventh century.
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jDrobafale; the transmission, if such it is, could perhaps
have been achieved by some such means as a pattern book
03.'' travelling work team, As to the East Christian side,
Byzantine buildings must still have existed in Konya and
Armenian and Byzantine manuscripts would have been acces-

3 2sible among the mixed population of the Seljuk state.

32. Cahan, op.cit. pp. 326-7, the ,rreaso3iably good” con
dition of the non-Muslims befoi"e the Mongol conquest 
continued after it.



XI-II. Konya, Tnce Minareli medrese , portal .
^ 1 • Konya, Tnce inarel i medrese, framing inscription , i

LtV 
'i
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XL IV . 
XIV.

Konya, Tnce Linareli medrese, framing inscription,i i .

Konya, Tncc Minareli medrese, framing inscription,iii.



S3

X L V T . K o n y a ,  T n c e  M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  f r a m i n g  i n s c r i p t  i o n ,i v .

XLVII Konya, Tnce Minareli medrese, framing inscription,v.



X T V T T T . T o n y a ,  Tnce M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  f r a m i n g  i n s c r i p t i o n ,v i .

XT-TX. T onya , Tnce !' inarel i medrese, framing inscription , vi i .
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L. K o n y a ,  Tnce M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  k n o t  of* 'framing torus.

LI. Konya, Tnce Minareli medrese, cornice.
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I,TT . 

T,TTT .

i o n y a , T nce M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  k e y — p a t t e r n  f e a t u r e . 

K o n y a , ince M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  l e s s e r  f 1 ora] f e a t u r e .
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LTV.

LV.
K o n y a , Knee r i nar e l  i medraRf! , g i- e a t. e l” t X o r a 1 f e a t u r e .  

K o n y a , Trice M i n a r e l i  niedrpsp , c o r e  and i n v e r t e d  ccnc.
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LVT.
T V I I .

Konya , T rice f i narel i m e d r e s e  , h e a d  o f  s i de rii che . 

K o n y a ,  T n c e  M i n a n e l  i m e d r e s e ,  c e ntral i n s c r i r t i  ori , i ,
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J ̂ T T T . K o n y a  , I n c e   ̂i^are] i m e d r e s e  , cen t r a l  i n s c r i n t i n n  , i i .

I.VTX. K o n y a ,  T n c e  M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  c e n t r a l  i n s c r i p t i o n  , ii i .
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LX.

T XT.

K o n v a , T n c e  M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  c e n t r a l  i n s c r i p t i o n ,iv. 

: or.ya , T nce M i n a r e l  i m e d r e s e ,  c e n t r a l  i n s c r i p t i o n  ,v.
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LXXI, 1 onya, Cnee Minareli medrese, central inscription,vi.
L X T T T . K o n y a ,  T nce K i n a r e l  i m e d r e s e ,  mineret. p a n e l s .
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T.XTV

K o n y a ,  T n c e  Minareli medrese 
p o r c h  c h a m b e r .



L X V I . D i v r i g i ,  T u r a n  M a l i k  h o s p i t a l ,  n o r f a l .

^XVJT. Tlivrioji, T n r a n  M a l i k  h o s p i t a l  , a r c o s o l i u m  o f  j r e a t
i w a n .



L X V I T T . D i v r i g i ,  A h m a d  S h a h  m o s q u e ,  flo r a l  f e a t u r e  of 
N o r t h  p o r t a l .

LXTX . Divrigi, Ahmad Shah mosque, floral crest of North 
portal.



* D l v r i g i , A h m a d  S h a h  m o s q u e ,  m o o n - s h a p e d  c l a s n s
o n  T' o r t h  p o r t a ]  .

T D i v r i g i ,  AT.imad S h ah m o s q u e ,  W e s t  p o r t a l .
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T X X  T T . Divri.^i , A h m a d  S h a h  m o s q u e ,  lintel o f  W e s t  p o r t a l  .

I X X T T T . D i vri r i , A h m a d  S h a h  m o s q u e ,  s ide f a c e  o f  W e s t  door.



T X X T V .

L X X V .
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E r z u r u m ,  £ i f t e  M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s p  , p o r t a l  (after 
U n a l , o p . c i t .  PI. X X T J T , Ph. 58) /

T o n y a  a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  m u s e u m ,  c l a s s i c a l  f r a g m e n t ,
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onya archaeological museum, Byzantine sarcophagus
A m a g h o u ,  m o n a s t e r y  o f  N o r a v a n k  ( a f t e r  U t u d i i a n  
o p .cit . P I . 200) . ’

I XXVI.
I.XXVIT.
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T X X V I T X . Romania t c a t h e d r a ]  of A l b a  Tulia, detail of
i^orth a p s e  (af t e r  I s t o r i a  Arte] o r  in R o m a n i a .  
V o l . I , P ] . 106).

LXXTX. A r m e n i a n  c a n o n  t a ble of the e l e v e n t h  c e n t u r v  (af t e r  
J a n  ash ian , o p . c i t .  PI. XLVIID .
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I,XXX. A r m e n i a n  a r c h e d  c o m p o s i t i o n  f r o m  the i n t h  to
t e n t h  c e n t u r y  ( a f t e r  M a c l e r ,  o p . c i t .  PI. 11).

I'XXXI. A r m e n i a n  c a n o n  table, gospel, of N'Ugni, m i d  — e l e v e n t h
c e n t u r y  ( a f t e r  D o u r n o v o ,  o p . c i t .  p. 49) .
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*Ab/U.t

P X X X T T .  A r m e n i a n  c a n o n  tab l e ,  f o u r  g o s p e l s  o f  1 2 5 3  (after  
D e r  " e r s e s s i a n ,  F r e e r , PI. 19, fi<r. 38).

J X X X I T T .  A r m e n i  an c a n o n  table, f o u r  g o s p e l s  o f  1253 (after 
D e r  N e r s e s s i a n , Fre e r ,  PI. 26 , fig. 50).
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L X X X I V . B a p t i s m  f r o m  a n  A r m e n i a n  m a n u s c r i p t  of 1 1 9 3  (af t e r  
D e r  N e r s e s s i o n ,  V e n i s  e , PI. X X V I ) .

L X X X V . E m p e r o r  a n d  f a m i l y  f r o m  the B a r b e r i n i  P s a l t e r  of the
l a t e  e l e v e n t h  c e n t u r y  ( a f t e r  Die h l ,  o o . c i t .  P I . L X X X V ) .
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A  H A N I K A H  A T  A K ^ E R I R

T h e  Ta.f m e d r e s e  at A k ^ e h i r  is n o w  u s e d  as

a m u s e u m ;  i n s i d e  is d i s p l a y e d  the f o u n d a t i o n  s t o n e  o f
- c - 1the h a n I k a h  b u i l t  b y  F a k h r  a l - D i n  A l l  w h i c h  H u a r t  '

2a n d  a l s o  S a r r e  h a d  seen l y i n g  b y  the p o r t a l  o f  the 

m e d r e s e .

R C E A  no. ■Ml-79, r e a d s  it :

"Ce m o n a s t e r e  a ete c o n s t r u i t  d u r a n t  les jouirs

du s u l t a n  a u g u s t e ,  1 1 o m b r e  de D i e u  d a n s  le inonde,

a l ~ d u n y a  w a l - d i n  A b u l  F a t h  K a i k a w u s  , fil s  de

K a i k h u s r a w  i x x x x  s u l t a n ,  p a r  I 1a u g u s t e  h o m m e

d ’etat, le v i z i e r  m a g n i f i e  F a k h r  a l - d a w l a  w a l - d i n  
£ _
All, f i l s  d ’a l - H u s a i n , — que D i e u  a g r e e  ses

o e u v r e s  et lu.i f a s s e  a t t e i n d r e  ses e s p o i r g  en 

ce m o n d e  et en 1 * a u t r e  I - en 1 ’a n n e e  659 (I26l ) . n 
(PI. L X X X V I ) .

T h i s  is the f i r s t  i n s c r i p t i o n  in w h i c h  F a k h r

a l - D i n  ° A l i  u s e s  the t i t l e  of v i z i e r  \ 0 ) f)

T h e  t i t l e s  u s e d  m a k e  a n i c e  c o n t r a s t  w i t h  t h o s e  on the 

Ta.f m e d r e s e  b u i l t  in A k ^ e h i r  e l e v e n  y e a r s  e a r l i e r  a n d  

one c a n n o t  h e l p  t h i n k i n g  t h a t  it m u s t  h a v e  b e e n  d i c t a t e d  

w i t h  s a t i s f a c t i o n .  T h e  m e n t i o n  of "ho p e s  in t his w o r l d "  

is a n  i n t e r e s t i n g  touch.

1. H u a r t ,  R e v u e  s e m i t i g u e , n o . l 4 .  T h i s  is the f i r s t  
'iption in w h i c h  h e  r

Sarr e ,  R a i s e , p. 22,

i n s c r i p t i o n  in w h i c h  h e  r e c o g n i s e d  o u r  F a k h r  a l - D i n  ° A l i
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LXXXV I . A k ^ e h i r ,  i n s c r i n t i o n  of hanikah.
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THE SAHIBTYE MEDRESE AT KAYSERI

RCEA no, A 595 reads the foundation Inscription 
as follows :

"La construction de ce college beni a ete ordonnee 
durant les jours du sultan auguste, le roi des rois 
magnifie , Ghiyath al-dunya wal--din Abul-Path 
Kaikhusraw, fils de Kilidj-Arslan, - que Dieu
eternise sa royaute i — pair 1 1 esclave qui espere

Gla misericorde de Dieu, 1 'homrae d'Etat Ali, fils 
d 1al—Husain — que Dieu embellisse ses fins 1 ~
dans les mois de 1 1 ann.ee 6 6 6 (1 2 6 8 ),"

This inscription does not feature in huart1s 
collection. The sovereign mentioned is Ghiyath al-Din 
Kaikhusraw III, who acceded in 1265

The title of the founder is more modest than 
that of the han Ik ah at Aksehir of 1261. The humble \ 

has reappeared, and, though it is indeed L/?J, which is
rendered "l'homtne d'Etat", the title has
b e en omit ted.

RCEA no. 4,567 gives the inscription of a 
fountain built in November 1266 (safar 6 6 5 H.) which once 
stood opposite the medrese . 1 In this the founder is
referred to as ---

1. I believe the fountain has been destroyed. There 
is now a vast building site opposite the medrese.



Ill

D e s c r  ip t i o n

The portal of the Sahibiye medrese has been
restored at the base and at the top (PI. LXXXV3!I) . The
restoration at the base is a refinement on that which

2appears in Gabriel' s photograxohs since the framing
bands are now indicated upon it. The restoration of
the base has been carried out in stone of the same colour
as the rest of the porta3. ; that of the top appears to
be in stone of a .lighter colour though perhaps it may
be expected to weather. An unusual feature of this
portal, some bands of decoration on the side face, have
been carried forward to make a cornice along the top. I
do not know of anything which justifies this restoration
though it is visually effective. The restoration provides
the outer tori of the framing bands with capitals. This
may be justified since capitals are used in such a

3position on the Haci ICili9 medrese.
The framing consists of a decorated torus at 

the angle and four bands (Pis. LXXXVIII, LXXXIX). The 
torus is decorated with deep grooves running in spiralb 
which change regularly per block to create a zig-zag 
effect. A pl.ain strip separates this from a band of 
two rows of mu.qa.rnas arranged on their side to point

2. Gabriel, MTA Vol. I, pis. XV, XVX 1.
R CK A , nos. 4-31 4 and 4-313 , the mosque and m edres e 

of Haci Kiliq are both of 64-7 H. (1249).



inwards to the centre. A second band curves inwards at 
its outer edge and is decorated with, a complicated floral 
pattern. This pattern is arranged horizontally with apices 
of the florets pointing, for the most part, outwards, 
while the subsidiary lobes point inwards. The third 
band is of geometic ornament: a series of interlocked
hoops (of the same shape as the frieze arch) proceed 
from each side of the band with their points towards the 
centre, between these other bands proceed from the side, 
cross upon themselves to form nearly square ends and 
return to the side of the band. The square ends are 
interlocked in the centre of the band to form a distinct 
central strip which is reminiscent of key pattern. The 
fourth band is a narrow chamfer on which hexagonal figures 
of lozenge shape are interlocked with pairs of strips 
in saltire running through their centres.

In the central section the foundation inscrip
tion comes immediately below the' cornice as it has been 
restored. The spandrels above the frieze arch are plain 
except for two figures in the rosette position described 
by Gabriel as;

"les restes informes de deux mufles de lion en ronde-
bosse, mutiles par les Sunnites". b

The frieze arch is outlined by a thin plain torus (PI. X C ) . 
The arch shape is unusual in having straight facets from 
the top, and thereafter a stiff curve to the vertical.

k» Ibid, p. 6 5 * hhile this damage may have been the work 
of sunnites at some date it should not be inferred that 
the Seljukids themselves were not "good surnii": see Cahen
o p .cit. p . 2 A 9 -
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3-t is decorated with interlaced floral patterns 
which, resolve themselves into cjuadrilobed figures. The 
pattern is not quite consistent suggesting that the 
blocks were carved before they were set in place. The 
area below the frieze arch is filled with a dense pattern 
of Y-shaped units. These are arranged so that one arm 
of the Y is horizontal; however, unity of direction has 
not been achieved: the majority point to the right, but
on top left-hand block and the second right-hand block 
they point to the left. This seems a further indication 
that the blocks, or some of the blocks, were not carved 
in situ.

There are eight rows of muqarnas with niches 
of floral pattern under the lowest rank. Below these 
is a geometric band, below this an inscription, and 
below this is a row of interlocked blocks. The arch of 
the door is a segment of a circle; it is ornamented 
with a row of interlocked ovals which alternate one 
simple with one with additional curls at its ends (PI. XCX). 
The step which now leads down to the threshold has been 
caused by the raising of the road level since Gabriel's visit.

The side columns combine floral with geometric 
pattern, florets on a scroll are enclosed in hexagonal 
figures. The capitals are of two rows of relatively 
naturalistic acanthus resting on a tore (PI. XCIl).

Geometric panels are set above the side niches.
The niches are framed by two scrolls running "in canon”.
The niche heads are elaborate. The frieze arches have
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flat facets to the crown and are decorated with geometric 
pattern. On the left hand niche the area above the arch 
is filled with a. pattern or Y~shapes and that below with 
Z-shapecl voids . There are five rows of muqajnas . On 
the right there are rosettes in the spandrels and a Z 
pattern below the arch and four rows of rauqarnas (Pis. 
XCIII, XCIV),

Comment

Either from local taste or from the nature of 
local stone,' or both, portals in Kayseri are charac
terised by decoration in low relief. This decoration 
is predominantly, though not exclusively, geometric. 
Composition is characterised by a certain severity 
which is seen at its most extreme in the West portal 
of the mosque of Khwand Khatun (PI. XCV),^

At first sight the Sahibiye medrese appears 
to conform to the Kayseri style, but closer inspection 
reveals some divergencies. A torus moulding occurs at

3° C. Erentdz and I. Ketin edd. Maden Tetklk ve Arama
Bns t ittistl Y avinlar in dan: l:gOO 000 ()1q e'k.l i Ttlrkiye Jeolo j i
bar it as 1 (Turkish Geolo.1 ical Survey) Kayseri , Ankara, 19 6 3 , 
p . 5 8  mentions the existence of basalt flows 011 Erciyas 
(Mount Argaeus). I think that this is the stone employed 
for building in Kayseri. The hardness of basalt might 
affect the type of pattern chosen.
6 . Gabriel, M T A , Vol. I p .40. The mosque of Khwand
Khatun is dated 633 H. (1237—8 )1 be conjectures that 
^be medrese was built later and finally the mausoleum.
He does not mention a time span but presumably it was 
not great. RCEA 4l46 and 4-14-7, both date the mosque 
as 6 3 3 H.
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the outer edge of the portals of the Haci Kiliq and 
Khwand Khatun medreses (FI. XCVI), but these are decora- 
ted with geometric pattern, while the zig-zag moulding 
of the Sahibiye seems to be more typical of Konya, as 
on the "Ala al-Din mosque and the Sirqali medrese (PI,XCVII) 
but it is also used on the Sultan ban 011 the road from 
Konya to Aksaray^ (PI» XCVIII). The acanthus capitals 
of the inner columns of the Sahibiye medrese also seem 
more typical of Konya style, as on the buildings mentioned 
above, rather than Kayseri where capitals tend to be very 
restrained, as for example those of the Khwand Khatun 
medrese. Even among decorations of geometric type there
is a link with Konya since the band of lozenges on the
chamfer is identical with the outer band of the portal
framing of the Sahib Ata mosque.

The framing bands appear to draw on those of
the Haci Kil.i.9 complex. A muqarnas band is used on the

8Haci Kilip medrese, while a band whose pattern may be
described as floral and which is organised horizontally

9appears on the Haci Kili9 mosque. The Haci ICili9 

mosque also has a band, the fourth, on which the inter
locking of geometric pattern produces the key-pattern 
effect which is so striking in the third band of the 
S ah ib iy e me dr e s e .

7* Erdmann, op.cit. 110. 25, begun 1229- 
8 . Ogel, op.cit. pi. LV, 103.
9- Ibid, pi. LV,K
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Another interesting aspect of the advance of
floral pattern is its combination with geometric pattern
on the inner columns. The tendency had always been to
keep separate floral scrolls from geometric pattern of
the straight-lined type,^  though floral rosettes may
appear in straighi~3.ined pattern as on the Sirpali
medrese, and geometric forms which are not of stx'aight-
lined type appear among the flowers at Divrigi. A
cautious introduction of floral forms other than
rosettes into a straight-lined pattern is, however,
to be seen above the side niches of the Khwand Khatun
mosque in Kayseri (PI. XCIX), and again in the same

1 ]position on the Haci Kiliq. mosque.
The unusual shape of the frieze arch is taken

up later by the K hud a vend Khatun mausoleum of l̂jfl3 at 
* 1 ?.Nigde." Its floral pattern is a Kayseri feature, the 

Haci Kiliq. mosque and medrese and the Khwand Khatun 
medrese having floral patterns here. The pattern over 
the arch of the doorwa}^ is a development of that on the 
Khwand Khatun medrese,- (PI, C) .

10. Non-floral work involving regularly curving lines 
might of course be described as ,Fgeoraetricn but the type 
of pattern intended by '’geometric" here, as throughout, 
is that of straight lines whqse development has been 
studied in an article by S. Ogel, ^Bermerkungen tlber die 
Quellen der anatolisch—seldschukishen Steinornamentik" 
Anatolica Vol. Ill, 1969-70, pp. 18 9-199.
11. Ogel, op.cit, pi. L V I , 108.
12. Gabriel, MTA, Vol. I, pi. X L V , dated 712 H. (1312),

<

.148.
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A dense filling pattern under the frieze arch 
is not a feature of Kayseri buildings, though the mauso
leum of Khwand Khatun uses a dense filling in the spandrels 
above arches, A filling under the frieze arch appears on

^ q •zthe hall portal of the Agzikara han not far from Kayseri.
Lions in the spandrels, one of which is striding,

— r> 3 /j-anpear on the hospital of Ka^-Kaifus of 1217/8 at Sivas .
_ C —The Sahibiye medrese built by Fakhr al-Din Aii

in. 1 2 6 7 / 8  but unsigned by a designer stands in the course
„ Q _of Fakhr al—Din Ali's patronage between the Sahib Ata 

mosque at Konya signed by Kaluk and the Gdk medrese of 
Sivas signed by Kaluyan a'L-Qunawi. In style it leans 
towards the buildings of Konya in general, and in partj- 
cular it shares a geometric -pattern with the Sahib Ata 
mosque, but in time it is closer to the Sivas building.

It is to be regretted that we have no other 
dated buildings for the middle period of Fakhr al-Din
C  —.A l i ’s patronage which might have shed some light on 
the question which is sometimes .raised of the possible 
relationship, or even identity of Kaluk and Kaluyan.
In particular the loss of a thermal establishment at 
Ilgin is to be regretted since it was contemporary with 
the Sahibiye medrese and was signed by Kaluyan. It

13* Erdmann, op.cit. no. 27, pi. 174, dated orobably 
1242/3,
14. Gabriel, M T A , Vol. II, pi. XXXV.2., dated 6l4 H 
(1217/8 ), p „150.
15 • F er.it and M e s u t , o p .cit. p . II9 • Erdmann , op , cit 
p.199, makes the point of this unfortunate loss.
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would have been interesting to see if Kaluyan's Sivas 
style were already evident, or if it resembled more the 
S ah ib iy e m e dr e s e .

Another building which might have told us more
about the relationship between Kaluk and Kaluyan is the
Na 1 inc i Baba rnausoleum at Konya . T'hough undated and
not bearing Fakhr al-Din CAli's name this building was

l 6signed by Kaluk; it would therefore at the least
have enlarged our knowledge of Kaluk1s style but it 
might possibly have done more since from the fragments 
remaining it seems to have preferred geometric to floral 
ornament (PI. C l ) . Might it, for instance, like the 
Sahib Ata mosque, have shared some pattern with the 
S ah ib iy e me dr* e s e ?

In the absence of any evidence about the 
designer of the Sahibiye and in default of the compara
tive material mentioned we must fall back upon the 
remark that Pakhr al—Din CAli's taste for independent 
designs appears to be consistent since he must have 
approved this scheme which is bold among -the other 
K a y s e r i  w or k s .

l6 . Ldytved, op.cit. no. 7 '3 gives the signature of the 
Nalinci Baba mausoleum, but does not mention a date, nor 
that it was under the patronage of Fakhr al-Din °Ali.
Ferit and Mesut are inclined to place it under Fakhr aj-Din 
Ali's patronage, op.cit., pp. 119-120.
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1

LXXXVIT. Kayseri, Sahibiye medrese, portal.
LXXXVTII. Ilayseri , Sahibiye medrese, profile

■ » »  i if.

' • ' r. f,
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K a y s e r i , Sahibiye medrese, framing bands

Kayseri, Sahibiye medrese, frieze arch.
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XCI. 
X C J T  .

Kayseri , Sahibiye medrese, ornament of" doorwav.

Kayseri, Sahibiye medrese, capital of side column.
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XCTII. Kayseri, Sahibiye medrese, left side niche.
N''TV* .Kayseri, Sahibiye medrese, right side niche.
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•Vbu-a

r-V • Kayseri, Kb wand Khatun mosque, West portal
• Kayseri, 1 hwand Khatun medrese, portal.
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XCVIT. 1\ ony a , Sir9 ali medrese, side coltimn.
XCVlIlt I onya-Aksaray Sultan h a n , court portal
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Kayseri, Thwand Y hatun mosque, area above left 
side niche of West portal.
Tayseri, Yhwand K h atun medrese, ornament of doorway
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CT. Konya, fragments of Nalinci Baba kilipbet.
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THE GGK MEDRE3E AT SIVAS

Inscriptions

R C E A , n o , 4640, reads the foundation
inscription over the doorway as follows :

!ila construction de ce college beni a ete
ordonneedurant les jours de 1 ' empire d.e I'auguste
sultan, le roi des rois magnifie, Ohlyath al-dimya
wal-din Kaikbiisraw, fils de K:i. 1 1 d.j -Arslan ~ one
Dieu eternise son empire ! - par le chef d'Etat
auguste, ie ministre magnifie, le pere des bonnes
oeuvres et des bienfaits, Fakbr al-dawla wal-din 
c'A l l , fils d 1al-Hnsain, - que Dieu lui donne une 
heureuse fin ! — le ler muharram de I'annee 6 7 0

(9 aout 1271)
— c —Fakhr al—Din Ali's status as vizier i.s pro

claimed <-o=>j Another inscription, RCEA no.
4645 » which CIA ' 1 informs us is at the head of the portal, 
does not mention the vizier :

"Construit durant les jours du sultan auguste, le 
roi des rois magnifie GDlyath al-dunya wal-din 
Kaikhusraw, fiIs de Ki1 idj-Arslan, que Dieu 
eternise son empire !u

1 . C X A , X I I , i-ii, n o . 9

2. Ibid, no, 10,
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It is, however, interesting to note that the vizier has 
a particularly grandiloquent inscription on the great 
iwan in which the sovereign is not even mentioned,
RCEA, no. 464l :

"La fondation de ce college foeni a ete ordonnee, 
pour se rapprocher de Dieu, par l'auguste homme 
d'etat, lc rainistre magnifie, maitre des maitres 
des Ara(bes et des Persans) .. . les traces de
la generosite, la solidite de 1 'empire dominateur, 
l'ordonnance de la communaute florissante, le 
pere des bonnes actions, des obeissances et des 
bienfaits, Faith r al-dawla wal-din CAlI , fils d'al- 
Husain, — que Dieu lui accorde une bonne fin ! — 
le ler muharram de l'anee 6 7 0 ( 9  aout 1 2 7 1 )." 3

The inscription on the frieze arch does not 
appear to have been read. The signature of the designer 
is carried on two niche—shaped plaques in the doorway 
recess just above the capitals of the side columns,
RCEA no. 4646, reads it :

"Oeuvre de maitre Kaluyan al-Kunawi." 4
, 5CIA' suggests that this may represent the Greek name 

w y  f but also notes the possibility that it

3* Ibid, no. 1 3 .
4. Ibid, no. 1 1 . Huart, Revue semitique, no. 6 6 ,
had read the name as_Kaloyaz (?). Rogers, Anatolian 
Studies, p .80, has Kaluyan ibn al—Qunawi.
5. CIA, III, i-ii, p.2 1 .
r -r 4o. Ibid, p .21 . This is the continuation of the con
tribution of P. Kalemkiarian quoted above A propos the 
Sahib Ata mosque (see n. -f-o, ) .
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might be formed from Kaluk (here expressed in. the con
jectural Armenian form of lieghug) with a plural to 
indicate the name of a family. The note continues : 

lors , q  (r y  &  pourrait etre pour IaS  

c ' est-a-dire ^  i ei*: 1 1 architect© de
Siwas etait peut-etre le fils ou un parent de 
celui de Konia. A 1'appui de cette hypothese 
un peu risnuee, nous montrerons q;ue tous les 
monuments signes de ces duux noras apjpartiennei.it, 
par leur style, au courant oriental et -portent 
des inscriptions en naskhi sel joukide. ,r 7

7® We are referred to CIA, III, i-ii, 6 ' , where 
"seljuk" naskhi is characterised by "des lettres plus 
irregulieres, plus serrees, souvent enchevetrees, avec 
des corps plus petits et des hanipes plus allongees" 
in contrast to Ayyubid naskhi which has the opposite 
characteristics. This note also adds a gloss to The 
term "oriental" : "des edifices clont le style trahit
des elements d'origine orientale (armenienne ou car
eas i enne) " . ildhem and Van Berchem, therefore, though 
cautious as to the national origin of the designer 
himself, do appear to see Armenian elements among 
the works at Konya. We must regret again that the 
Konya volume did not appear.
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Description.

The portal of the G&k medrese is flanked by 
the supports of two minarets; it is executed in grey 
and white marble (PI. CIX.'). It is in good repair 
save for the bases of the minarets which have lost 
most of their decoration and for the part of the 
framing bands over the central sections which is 
missing; it is however rather grimy. The decoration 
is extremely opulent.

The brick bases of the minarets are set down 
into the composition. The bases are divided into two 
superposed squares, the lower of which bears a circle 
of brick. The side faces of the bases are ordered in 
the same w a y „ A band of decoration runs under the side 
face of the base and then under its front face and up 
its inner side where it is capped by a feature resembling 
in shape a Muslim tombstone, which bears a floral pattern. 
It is to be supposed that this band once ran across the 
topo of the portal; it is decorated with a row of niche 
forms which run horizontally within the badd. Below 
this band on the minaret supports runs a horizontal 
extension of the outer, geometric, framing band of the 
portal proper,

The lower part of the support is framed with 
a triple torus in grey marble (PI, CItf) . This is 
crested with a bold figure of floral origin which,
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nevertbless, gives rather the effect of an anthropo—
8morphic figure. Below the crest on the front face of 

the support the moulding is made to frame an inscrip
tion and below this again it enclosed an arched aperture 
within an eight-pointed star. A square of moulding 
round the star is made to kink in to meet four of its 
points. From this isrquare the moulding runs down the 
sides of a niche form, and terminates on either side 
of it with a moon-clasp and tassel. The niche encloses
0. 'tree1' (PI. CIV) bed .ow which is an inscription on an
octagonal plaque so set as to make a rather weak echo 
of the eight-pointed star above. The base of the 
minaret is plain. A similar triple torus frame occurs 
on the side faces of the supports (PI* CV) , it has 
the same crested head as that on the front but at 
half its height a single torus arch with triple pointed 
head with a small floral crest and finials surmounts 
an inscription in plaited kufic (FI. CVI).

The portal has five framing bands (Pis. CVII,  ̂

CVIII). The first band is, as mentioned above, geometric, 
making an effect not unlike a linked skein of tabulae

S. Rogers, An a t o 1 i an S tud. i e s , p. 7 1 . "Jerphanion is
going too far, I think, in seeing a human figure sty
lised bere 11 . Rogers’ note 2.4 gives a reference for
this opinion to Melanges d 1archeologie anatolienne,
Beirxit , 19^9 j p.8 2 . I have found only a vrark of this 
name of the preceding year which discussed the G8k 
medrese between pp. 8.1 — 84, which does not express 
this opinion, G. de Jernharion. Melanges d 'archeologie
anatolienne, 2 vols, Beirut, I9 2B. Did Jerphanion 
produce another work in the following year amplifying 
h i s op in ions?

9« Rogers, An a t o1 i an Studies, fig. 3B .
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ansatae , this pattern is however backed by a lower layer 
of floral pattern. The second, band seems to be a deve
lopment from the idea of a rauganias band, but also 
partakes of the nature of a band of half stars. It 
is interpreted florally and is deeply cut in two layers, 
the lower of which appears in. a shadowy way below the 
upper. In the upper layer florets head the tri-lobed 
arch forms, which, along the inner edge, are the equi
valent to half-stars, while florets produce two 
brarchiets against the outer edge. Alternating with 
the tri-lobed arch forms are floral "ace of Spades" 
forms. The third band has two facets which are extro
verted. It bears a chain of tri-lobed niches with 
waists above their bases. A floret appears in each 
niche form. The fourth band is a single scroll with 
florets on either side headed upwards, 'idle fifth band 
is again on two facets extroverted. It bears a type 
of "ace of Spades” pattern with florets filling the 
figures and the side intervals. A base frieze runs 
below the framing bands.

In the central section an inscription runs 
across the top of the fapade. The area of spandrel 
above the frieze arch is filled with floral pattern 
(PI. CIX). Around holes in the rosette position, which 
may once have contained bosses, the pattern modulates 
to the type of pattern which may be produced with a 
compass, that is to say, not straight line geometry but 
a similar effect with slightly curved lines. The area
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below the inscribed arch is treated in a similar way. 
The frieze arch contains an inscription. A plain 
recessed stepped border is left round the muqarnas 
niche which has thirteen rows. Small bosses appear 
on alternate panels below the lowest rank, and below 
these an inscription. Below this is an unusual 
border in which units of two tiered floral forms 
project 011 slight bays. The spandrel above the door 
is decorated with a floral pattern. The arch of the 
doorway is a segment of a circle with joggled voussoirs 
of two colours (PI. C X ) . In the centre is a crest 
which rather resembles a butterfly. At the junction

.1 0of arch and jambs there are clusters of animal heads.
T'he side columns are framed with a torus 

bearing a lightly inscribed scale pcittern. The columns 
themselves are carved with a double lattice with floral 
ends and diamond shapes in the intervals. They stand

1 0 , Diez , "The Zodiac Heliefs at the Portal of the
Gd'k Medrese in Siwas", Artibus Asiae , ^ o l . XII, 19^9 ?
pp. 99-104, identifies the animals as related to the 
Turco-Mongolian animal zodiac. He says, rather baf ~ 
flingly, "Instead of the Chinese, the Turco-Mongolian 
Zodiac, which is identical with the Chinese, is here 
portrayed", p.101. He identifies the animals represen
ted as : rat, ox, leopard, hare, crocodile or dragon, 
serpent, hoarse, sheep or ram, ape, bird or cock, dog, 
pig or boar. Ke believes the cock, and the dog have 
disappeared. K, Otto-Dorn, Kunst des Islam, Baden- 
Baden , 1964, p . 1 5 5 , interprets the "pig" as an elephant .
Dies does not see the use of these figures as evidence 
of Mongolian influence, but a.s the influence of work, 
possibly by Christian artists, emanting from Syria and 
North Mesopotamia. He ci|jes animal figures on capitals 
brought from Hama to Boz IJyilk and stucco work at Oar a 
Saray near Mosul, pp. 103-4.
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on framed cube bases. The capitals are in two tiers, 
the upper one floral and faceted, the lower round.
The designer's signature appears in the reveal above 
the capitals (Pis. C X I , CXII) .

The side niches are framed with single scrolls 
’with florets on either side. Within this a plain frame 
forms a loop at the head of the muqarnas niche and then 
runs down its edge. The muqarnas are in five rows.
The columns of the niches are patterned with four- 
pointed stars and have capitals resembling those of 
the side columns. The niches have ten interior facets 
which are decorated by kufic ornament above and lightly 
incised polygons below.

Comment.

The portal of the Gdk medrese is the largest
and most ornate of those under the patronage of Fakhr
al-Din °A1 1 , however, since, as Rogers has demonstratedjl
its composition and decoration fallow closely that of
the Qifte Minareli medrese at Erzurum it has seemed
advisable to resume this comparison first so that

— c —comparisons with Fakhr al-Din Ali's portals may be seen 
in relation to it.

11. uogers, An a t o1i an Studies, the comparison between 
the portals is ma de pp.7 0 -7 9 .
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Comparison with the Qifte M inareli medrese, Erzurum.

With regard to the minaret supports Rogers 
notes that the palm tree within a niche is in both cases 
framed by a triple torus terminating in a crescent and 
"fan base" (PI. CXI 11),"*'-* With regard to the portal
proper the profiles of the frames and side niches are 
similar, similar also are the profiles of the base

1 4friez.es whose very existence is exceptional. Rogers
also notes the double capital of the side columns with
a lower part of "basketwork" a n d  an upper part of "four

15or five flange-like or plume-like acanthus fronds".'
He then turns his attention to the pattern of the 
framing bands with particular reference to the relief 
of the carving. He finds that though the first bauds

12. Ibid, p.70.
13 * Unal , op.cit. , p i . XXV , p h . 64.
14 . Rogers, Anatolian Studies, pp . 73~?4-. Rogers 
farther points out that the base frieze is embellished 
with a "tapering, chrysalis-like object", in note 26
he remarks on the resemblance of this object to decora
tion on Ottoman documents of the seventeenth century 
but suggests that it could perhpps be associated with 
the bow as a symbol of ownership which is said to have 
appeared on Seljuk documents. He adds "it would be 
difficult to explain why it appears only in Erzurum and 
Sivas." It is not apparent from the above whether 
Rogers means that the object in question appears on the 
Gdk medrese only in Sivas or whether he has seen the 
similar objects on the portal of the Qif1 e Minareli 
medrese of Sivas at either side of the third row of 
muqarnas from the top, and on the Buruciye rnedrese 
portal above the doorway,/MTA, II, pis. XLIII:! and 
XLVIIX. Gabriel

1 5 ® ibid, p . 760 "In view of this enormous diversity 
(scil. of capitals) therefore, once again mere similarity 
is rather in need of explanation." The type occurs "in 
almost all Sivas monuments, as well as occurring in the 
Ince Minareli at Konya ... but it only occurs in Erzurum 
in one building, with the pilasters of the doorwqy of the 
(pifte Minare . "
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are different, the second, third and fourth are the
same and the fifth is similar. X think that Rogers
is mistaken about the fourth of the bands :

trJn each case there is a curved meander with 
alternating leaves, and in each case the leaf 
is an adaptation, of a palmetto" l6

since on the Qifte Minareli medrese there are two 
scrolls, one of which incorporates a full palmetto 
in its stem and the other a half palmetto; however 
this merely reduces the relation, of the bands from 
sameness to similarity. Rogers notes that in both 
cases a torus frames the side column but that that 
of the Gtik medrese is patterned, and that the decora
tion of the columns themselves is "on the same principle 

Rogers argues that stylistically the Gdk 
medrese would seem to follow the <?ifte Minareli 
medrese, rather than the other way about, because it 
uses colour in the Konya fashion and marble which
demands greater expertise : "it is too sophisticated

.1 8to have been the trial piece",'" but in the appendix 
to "his article he shows that the Qifte Minareli is in 
any case the earlier building since it is to be dated 
before 1265.

u 3-7

1 6 . Ibid, p. 7 8 .
1?. Ibid, p * 7 8 . Rogers continues "rows of palmetti
or foliate heads alternately right side up and. inverted
(vertical rows at Erzurum, horizontal at Sivas)". In 
fact the pattern at Sivas stresses the horizontal less 
than that oir Erzurum.. . At Sivas the pattern has been
inverted in alternating rows to form a lattice.

1 8 . Ib i d , p . 7 3 «
1 9 • Ibid, p p .8 2 - 8 5  *
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"*» C  —*Comparisons with the foundations of Fakhr al-0in A l i * 

Sahib _Ata mosque »

The Gdk medrese is linked to the Sahib Ata 
mosque by tjie use of bi-colouration achieved by the 
employment of two materials. On the Sahib Ata portal 
white marble is used for the special features of the 
minaret supports whereas the G.dk medrese clothes the 
joortal in white marble except for the grey marble 
used for the decoration of the supports and the alter
nating voussoirs. The use of bi-colouration and 
marble is of coiirne a feature of other Konya portals 
such as those of the Ala' al-Din mosque and the Karatay 
medrese, or indeed the court portal of the Sultan ban 
on the road from Konya to Aksaray.

The composition of the minaret supports of 
the Gdk medrese may owe something to the Sahib Ata 
mosque as well as the Qifte Minareli since the scheme 
embraces the whole of the supports and not simply the 
lower part. The design for the Sahib Ata and the Gdk 
medrese is tripa.r'tite so that we may say that there is 
some correspondence between the crest at the top of the 
Gdlc medrese tori and the upper niche of the Sahib Ata, 
The central eight-pointed star of the Cdk medrese may 
well have been adopted from a similar motif on the 
wall of theCA3.a,s al-Din mosque in Konya (PI. CXIV) but
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the use of a bold franed figure may have been suggested 
by the upper niches of the Sahib Ata. It would seem 
that the designer may have approved the idea of such 
a motif but considered that a different form in a 
lower position made a more balanced composition. On 
the supports of the Gdk medrese botii the row of niche 
forms and the horizontal extension of outer, geometrical, 
framing band under the minaret base may be related to 
the connecting moulding which links the features of 
the supports of the Sahib Ata mosque; this contrasts 
with the separateness of the supports and the centre 
at the vifte Minareli.

The scale pattern on the torus framing of the 
side columhs of the Gdk medrese is like that of the 
columns of the niches on the minaret supports of Sahib 
Ata (the pattern is also shared with the tapering 
columns of the Ince Minareli medrese).

In the central area both the Sahib Ata and 
the Gdk medrese have an inscription under the framing 
bands and both seen to have had two bosses, or similar 
features, above and below the frieze arch.

Finally, a niche to the left of the Gdk 
medrese portal has a spandrel decoration which seems 
to be related to those used at the Sahib Ata mosque 
(PI. CXV).
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Ince Minareli medrese.

It is to be presumed that the Ince Minareli 
was already in existence when the Gdk medrese was
t -xo. 20buxlt sxnce, as dogers points out, a version of its 
composition occurs on the wall of the Qifte Minareli 
medrese of Sivas, built like the Gdk medrese in 6 7 0 H. 
Several features shared by the Ince Minareli and the 
Gdk medreses: the use of triple tori, moon—clasps
and tassels, the use of an "ace of Spades" band, could, 
in the Gdk nedrese, have been derived from the £ifte 
Minareli medrese at Erzurum. However, one of the 
modifications of the tree form on the support of the 
Gdk medrese which distinguishes it from that on the 
support of the QilTte Minareli medrese at Erzurum is 
the introduction of two side branches ou which two 
leaves bend to clasp a bud or cone. These would 
appear to derive from the greater floral forms of the 
Ince inareli medrese.

Another point of resemblance is the use on 
the Gdk medrese of a floral crest o the doorway arch 
similar to those on the panels on the minaret of the 
Ince Minareli. This motif could however have been 
adopted directly from Divrigi.

The almost complete covering of the Gdk 
medrese portal in predominantly floral pattern outs 
it in the same current of style as the Ince Minareli.

2 0 . Tbdd, p .  7 1 25
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Comparisons with portals at Divrigi,

Some features 'held in common with the Divrigi 
port a3.s : the use of tori, mo on-cl asps and a band of
nace of spades1' pattern, could have been transmitted 
by the §ifte Minareli medrese at Erzurum, though the 
example of Divrigi may have reinforced this. Similar
ly the raised floral crest over the doorway might be 
due to the influence of the Ince Minareli medrese or 
the mosque of Ahmad Shah at Divrigi.

Ho s p ftal o f 'i'ur an Ma 1 ik .

The cresting features of the minaret supports 
of the Gdk medrese bear a certain resemblance to the 
ornaments on the capitals of columns in the hospital 
of Tftiran Malik at Divrigi (PI, CXVI),

Comparison with portals at Sivas.

2 1if te M in are 3.1 medrese.

Like the Gdk medrese the yifte Minare3.i 
seems to have experienced the influence of the Sahib

21. RCEA, no.JkSkk, 6?0 H (1271-2). A foundation of 
"Shams al-dunya wal-din Muhammad, fils de Muhammad, 
le maitre de la chancellerie ( q( yj\ c»Z«o )V.*CIA,
III: i-ii, no. 2 1 .
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Ata mosque at Konya (PI. CXVTI) » Though the supports
of its twin minarets are concealed behind the framing
of the portal instead of being exposed beside it the
bases of the minarets can be seen ou the inn&rr side
and they bear a criss-cross brick pattern like those
of Sahib Ata and not the roundels of the yifte Minareli
of Ehzuruin and the Gdk medrese* As on the Sahib Ata
two of the framing; bands cross over a torus whose
pattern changes from section to section (PI. CXVTIi).
The portal of the Qifte Minareli also shares with the
Sahib Ata mosque, and with the Ince Minareli, the

2 2unusual characteristic of a pointed doorway arch .
^'he niche to the right of the portal which, imitates 
the Ince Minareli composition (PI. CXX) has already 
been mentioned (see x3 • ) •

The narrow triple torus which outlines the 
muqarnas niche is terminated by a moon-clasp and tassel 
which presumably shows the influence of the yifte 
Minareli medrese in Erzurum, either directly or through 
the Gdk medrese (PI, CXXI).

The outer edges of the portal are embellished 
with an ornamentation xdiich we can scarcely call a 
framing band since it terminates above the ground. This 
ornament terminates in two "capitalsu , (not a double

'12 * It is interesting to note that the reverse of the 
doorway shows the more usual sggroent of a circle arch 
(PI . CXIX) . ShouUld the pointed arch of the front face 
then be regarded as simply decorative ?
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"capital” since the upper one is already double) at 
about one third the height of the building (PI. CXXJl).
At about two—thirds the height of the portal appears 
a feature which may be described as a hanging column 
with a tassel base below a boss (Pis. CXXIII, CXXIV).
These ornaments may owe something both to the North 
door of the divrigi mosque and to the Ince Minareli 
medrese, since it is the divrigi portal which employs 
capitals as side ornaments, but the column terminated 
by a boss and tassel would seem to derive from the 
secondary side columns of the Ince Minareli.

The Qifte Minareli at Sivas employs projecting 
floral ornaments both of "butterfly" shape and of 
"rosette" shape (PI. CXXV). From their exuberance 
it would seem unlikely that they were wholely inspired
by the floral crests on the minaret panels of the Ince
Minareli medrese, and that any influence of these must 
have been reinforced by that of the North door at divrigi.

Floral ornaments on the <^ifte Minareli portal 
seem to have taken on a new freedom as in the capitals
of the side columns and the lower "capital" of the
outer hanging ornament. This freedom even approaches 
naturalism in the minuscule bunch of grapes hanging 
below the lower "capital". The area below the frieze 
arch is filled with a floral pattern which, like that 
of the Gdk medrese, resolves itself into the type of 
geometric ornament which may be drawn with a compass (P1.CXXVI)
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On the Gdk medrese this pattern is made to fit the space 
available; on the Qifte Minareli the pattern has the 
nature of "wallpaper51 cut to fit the space. This may- 
mean that the type of pattern was designed for the 
Gdk medrese and copied by the Qifte Minareli. On the 
broad framing band of the Qifte Minareli we almost 
seem to see a struggle between floral and geometric
pattern taking place. On either side the lower part
of the band is floral, except for incidental geometric 
forms, but the upper part shows floral forms as a back- 
ground to geometric pattern. The transitions between 
these patterns are skilfully managed but they are 
different on either side and not at precisely the 
same height so that we must assume a change of plan 
(Pis. CXXVII, CXXVTII). If the blocks were carved 
before being put in place it would be more likely 
that the floral pattern was the first idea, but if 
they were carved in situ in might be the geometric. 
Similarly, on the chamfer band we wee floral pattern
running over geometric pattern on the lower part,
and under it on the upper part.

Fe cannot be stire what caused this change
rj y

of plan but 'Rogers ̂  has suggested that the lower, 
floral, pattern, should be seen as Armenian in type.

23„ Rogers in a lecture "Seljuk architecture and the 
Christian Minorities” , at Birmingham University's 
sem inar Byzantium - and the East , 1.8 1b March, 1972.



To make an aesthetic judgement one might say that the 
more distinct pattern of the raore geometric part is 
preferable, in this context. It may be that a new, 
possibly Armenian, pattern was found insipid and 
that the masons reverted to the older type of pattern

14Buruelye medrese.

The Buruciye medrese has an unusual form in 
that it does not use a frieze arch (PI. CXXIX). Like 
the Qifte Minareli it employs projecting floral, forms 
and also circular "shields" which would seem to link 
it to the North door at divrigi. The "shields" are 
on hanging columns beside the central section*, the 
columns terminate in features which are not unlike a 
tassel on a reversed tassel. A suggestion of hanging 
columns occurs as an. outer border to the framing. A

2,4. RCEA, no. 4642, 6 7 0 H. (127-L — 2). Founded by 
"al-Muzaffar, fils de Hibat-AIlah, al-Burud jj irdi".
CIA, III: i-ii, no. 16, the foundation inscription,
no. 17, the signature. The editors comment on the 
signature, pp.27-28, "Dans les monuments anatolienS 
la place ou figure ce petit texte est reservee, en 
general, la signature de 1' architects.. Est-.il 
perrais de supposer cme 1e fondateur de la madrasah 
fut son propre architecte, ou si 1 1 on veu t , que celle- 
cit flit fonclee pur un architecte de profession ? Quol 
qu'il en soit, le fondateur ne porte aucun titre qui 
le design© comme un personnage officiel et le faifc 
q u 1un simple particulier pouvait elever un aussi bel 
edifice montre quel haut degre de prosperite Siwas 
avait atteint sous les seldjoukides." This interesting 
suggestion may raise the question whether the signa
ture of the luce Minareli medrese could be a parallel 
case; was Fakhr al-Din Ali less personally connected 
with this building than we assume ?
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change of" pattern occurs in the second framing band, 
but this is either intentional or is more competently 
managed than that of the pifte Minareli since a floral 
feature divides the two patterns. The pattern of the 
upper part of the band shows floral tracery laid over 
geometric pattern (PI. CXXX); the lower pattern is 
unusual in that it employs meandering lines whifh 
are not floral; it is as though a conventional 
geometric pattern had become fluid (PI. CXXXI). The 
floral decoration of the area above the muqarnas is 
yet more free than that of the yifte Minareli (PI. CXXXII).

The Qifte Minareli and furuciye rnedreses have 
various points in common with the Gdk medrese : the
richness of decoration, the use of raised floral forms, 
but their relation to each other is much closer, in 
particular they share an. adventurous attitude to floral 
pattern. This attitude is also visible in the Gdk 
medrese but does not there reach such a pitch of fervour. 
The Qifte Minareli is more closely related both to 
Konya work and to the Gdk medrese than is the 
Buruciye medrese.
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CXI.
c m .

Sivas, Gdk w^drese, portal.

Givas, Gdk medrese, r’inaret support..



CTV.
CV.

Sivas, Gdk medrese, tree form on the minaret
Sivas, Gdk medrese, crest on the side face of 
minaret support.

14 7

support. 
the
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Profile  o f  faqades, above base-level, o f (A ) Q ifte  M in a re , E rz u ru m  ; (B) Gc»k M edrese, Sivas.

Sivas, Gdk medrese, ornament on the side face of 
the minaret support.
Sivas, Gdk medrese, profile (after Rogers, 
Anatolian Studies, fig. 3 B ) .



1

I

GVTTT. Sivas, Gdk medrese, framing band

Sivas, Gdk medrese, frieze arch.
s
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CX.
CXI.

Is J (i i)j \f\*' *

S i v a s ,  G O k  m c d r e s e ,  d o o r w a y .

S i v a s , G d k  m e d r e s e , side c o l u m n s  a n d  d e s i g n e r ' s  
s i g n a t u r e ,  ii.



CXTI. 
CXTII.

Ill

Sivas, Gdk medrese, designer's signature, i.
Erzurum, Qiffce  ̂inareli medrese, niche on minaret 
support (after Una.T , op.cit. PI. XXV, Ph. 64).
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CXIV.
cxv.

o —Konya, Ala al-Din mosque,plaque 
’ivas , Gdk medrese, niche on facade.
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CXVT. Divrigi, Tnran Malik hospital capitals in the
interior.

CXVTI. 1 d ''r a s , pi f*t e inarel i medrese , nortal
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CXVIH, Sivas, inareli medrese, crossing bands.

T ^ -  Sivas, Qifte Minareli medrese, reverse of doorway.



5

C a v . Sivas, Qifte Minareli medrese, niche on fa<jade.
■' -r- • ^ivas, Qif'te f'inarcli medrese, border to m u q a r n a sniche.
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C\XII. S i v a s ,  <;ifte M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  t e r m i n a t i o n  of 
s i d e  o r n a m e n t .

Sivas, ^ifte Minareli medrese, capital of
column.
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S iv a s ,  Q i f t e  • inare] i m e d r e s p ,  n a t t e r n  u n d e r  f r i e z e  
arc.h .

CXX V I I .  S i v a s ,  Q i f t e  M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  c h a n g e  in p a t t e r n  
on l e f t  s i d e  of framing: band s .
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C. W T T T .  S i v a s ,  Qift.e M i n a r e l i  m e d r e s e ,  c h a n g e  in p a t t e r n  
dm r i g h t  s i d e  of f r a m i n g  b a n d s .

CXXTX. Sivas, Buruciye medrese, portal



Cxxx. Siv a s ,  B u r u c i y e  m e d r e s e ,  p a t t e r n  o f  u p p e r  p a r t  of
f r a m i n g  band.

CXXXT. Siv a s ,  B u r u c i y e  m e d r e s e ,  p a t t e r n  o f  l o w e r  p a r t  of
frar'irp band.
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Sivas, mruciye medre«e, pattern above muqarnas niche



THE HANHCAH ADJACENT TO THE SAHIB ATA MOSQUE AND 
MAUSOLEUM AT KONYA

Inscription>

RCE A , no. 4:779, reads the inscription of the
hanikah as follows :

!f xxx Ce nionastere beni a ete bati et fonde , 
comme reposoir pour les pieux adorateurs de 
Dieu, comme habitation pour les 'gens du banc' 
qui reverent Dieu, durant les jours de 1 ’empire 
du sultan, raagnifie, 1'ombre de Dieu dans le 
monde , Ghiyath al-dunya wa 1-din Abril-Path 
Kalkhusraw, fils de Kllidj-Arslan, la preuve de 
1 1 emir des croyants, - que Dieu eternise sa 
royaute et perpetue son empire 1 - par le faible 
esclave qui espere la misericorde de .sou Bien- 
veillant Maitre, CAli, fils d 1al-Hnsain, fils 
du p^lerin Abil Bakr, *- que Dieu agree de lui 
(cette oeuvre) ! — dans les mois de I 1 annee 6 7 8

(1279)."
Huart, no, 50, had read the date as 668 H.
1and Houtsma did not change this reading; however

Ldytved, no, 57, i"ead 6 7 8 H. The fact that the Hanikah
— c — ?3.s contiguous with F akhr a I-Din A l l ’s mausoleum and

1 n Houtsma, op.cit,, p. 2 9 6 ,
2. RCEA, no. 4826, gives the date of the mausoleum 
as miiha.rram 682 H» (April 12.83) • That is to say six 
years'before the death of fakhr al-dln CAlI in 6 8 7 H ( 1 2
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the tone of the inscription would 
the date nearer to the end of the 
The patron's titles of honour are 
as on the Sahib Ata mosque portal 
name is mentioned.

seem to s up port 
pa tron 1s 1if e . 
not used, but 
the grandfather1s
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Descrip t i o n .

I have taken no photographs of the portal 
since, on the 4.-th September 197& in Konya, I was 
told categorically that the only access to the 
mausoleum was by a window in the mosque. Ferit and 
Mesut however show the photographs of a portal which 
may or may not still exist (PI, CXXXXIT).^

The framing appears to consist of three bands 
of geometric pattern followed by a chamfer with a 
floral pattern. The central section has a patterned 
frieze arch but no muqarnas niche. The inscription 
is on a trilobed plaque below the frieze arch. The 
door is of segment of circle type with consoles.

■‘■he side columns are patterned and have 
double Capitals, There are no side niches.

The portal is protected by a porch supported
4by two columns which appear to be wooden. They have 

muqarnas capita1 s .

Commen t »

The composition resembles that of the nearby 
Sir9 a.ll medrese of 124.-2 (PI. CXXXXV) though the decoration

3. Ferit and Mesut, op.cit. pi, 15.
4, Aslanapa, op.cit. p. 123, the Sahib Ata mosque is 
the "oldest known wooden-columned mosque of the Anatolian 
S eljuks ,
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is less elaborate and also that of the horozlu ban''
six kilometers outside Konya built between 1246-9«

The portal does not seem to have a place in
the development of exuberant portals under Fakh.r al-Din 
oA l i , but shows instead a reversion to older and simpler 
forms, The sobriety of the portal may be due in part 
to the purpose of the building it fronts. The dating 
of 6 7 8 H . , eight years after the Gdk medrese, might 
suggest that under the effect of the cares of state 
and advancing years the patron’s interest in archi- 
tecure had gown less; it should be remembered, 
however, that the interior of the mausoleum is richly 
decorated with tiles.

5. Erdmann, op.cit., no. 31 arid pi. 20 7 ■
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swsfi

C v a\ T T T  , K o n y a  t p o r t a l  of' la an ilea ti (a f  t o r  F o r i t  and M e s u t  , 
o p .c it . P I . 15) •

C'XXTV. Konya, Sir9ali medrese, portal.
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Chapter III

The Designer or Designers.

The Sahib Ata mosque and the In.ce Minareli
— cbear the signature of Raluk bin Abdullah, the Gdk 

medrese that of Kaluyan al-Qunawi, the Ilgin thermal 
establishment is repiorted also to have borne this 
name. On this meagre information hang the xoroblems 
concerning Fakhr al--Din CAli's designers : were they
in fact the same man; were they relations; was the 
first of Armenian and the second of Greek stock ?

In the poresent state of our knowledge answers 
to any of these questions can. only be tentative, never
theless , since the existence of a line of continuity 
or of an influence external to Islam would affect 
our understanding of the portals, the question must 
be reviewed. Though it may seem that the evidence we 
can draw from the portals feeds our view of the problem 
of designers rather than the other way about the specu
lation shou.l d be maintained in the rather unpromising 
hopie that new information may come to light,

That do we know or guess of Kaluk ? His name 
is not Islamic and may be Armenian, His patronymic 
may suggest that he is the son of a convert but if so 
the conversion has not run deep enough to produce an
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Islamic name for the son. He has no nisba-" and so is 
probably a Konya man. He shows originality in the 
d e s ± gji o f th e Sahib A t a m o s qu e , and in the X n c e M i n a r eld., 
which we may presume to be later since he seems to 
claim an advance in status by the placing of his signa
ture ,and shows yet greater originality with, X have 
suggested, a distinct leaning' to East Christian forms.
It seems to me not impossible, though speculative, that 
he may also have been responsible for the earlier por
tals of Fakhr al-Din cAli. The fan-headed niches of 
the hall portal of the Ishakli han suggest Armenian 
influence to me, and the portal of the Ta.? medrese 
appears to continue the form of the Ishakli han court 
portal which, though not linked in form with the hall 
portal, would probably be by the same man as the hall 
portal, Fakhr al—Din "Aid. appears to have remained 
faithful to the same designer for two Konya buildings 
but it is possible that the association extended 
fur th er b a c k .

However, the question which has most exercised 
scholars is whether the association extended further 
forward. Ferit and Mesut suggest a connection, which 
I think goes so far as an assertion of identity, on

1. Rogers, Kunst des Orients , p. 1.3 9 , warns us not 
to place too great reliance on the presence of a nisba 
when a patronymic is used since d.t may refer to the 
origin of the craftsman1s father. However, when the 
nisba is absent we may perhaps infer that the crafts
man is of local origin.
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- 2the grounds that Kaluk may be a shortening of Kalukwan
and that Kaluyan may, in its turn, be a version of this
name. Ferit and Mesut also make the point that a lite-

-  -  -  3rary source in Konya mentions a Kaluyan. 
ii 4Ogel sketches a hypothetical career for

Kaluk, though without stating belief in it, in which
he would first create the portal of the Qifte Minareli
at Erzurum, then the Konya buildings, and finally the
Gtfk medrese at Sivas :

"Fourteen years later, the artist may have 
returned to the style of the Erziiruin compo
sition in Sivas, which some might think 
represents a tautological aspect in his old 
age. however, one should not overlook the 
fact that there are vivid and powerful new 
ideas represented in the 6dk Medrese ... 11

iiOgel also says, however :
"we may wonder if an artist would actually 
reneat himself to such a decree".

2 .  Ferit and Mesut, op.cit. p.120—1 . X  owe n i v  notion 
of the contents of these pages to Rogers' comments, 
Anatolian Studies , p . 80 and to Mr. Mustafa Krtdrk of 
the Turkish Embassy in London. Ferit and Mesut mention 
a signatiire on the walls of Antalya dated 622 H.

clS- cr. cl> I ( c_r .3 -^ sic), lingers
quoting A. ■‘■evhid, Antalya surlari kitabeleri (Tdrk 
Tarih Encdmeni Mecmuasi, year 15, l^iT) p. 172, gives 
the n i s v>a as Qunawi) . Rogers commenting on the possible 
relation of this name to Kaluyan says : "The occurrence
of an additional alif in Kaluyan is not necessarily a 
problem, since there are many examples of ra* ivya names 
transliterated into Arabic in more than one way, reflec- 
ting^different attempts to produce phonetic equivalents.
So Kalukwan and Kalukwan could certainly be local vari
ations of the same name - though we are not licensed 
to infer that the same person is intended in each case !" 

ii3- __ Ogel also mentions this, op.cit., p.176: "The name
Kelulc is not mentioned in the literary sources at all, 
whereas Kaluyan is mentioned in the Menakib el-Arifin 
of Eflaki as the name of a painter (T1 in the circle around 
theMevlana Celaleddin Rumi .11 

"4 . Ogel, op.cit. pp.176-7 .
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Rogers believes tliat in spite of .1 inks 
between the Konya buildings and the Gdk medrese the 
designers are irwo different men. Though his conclu
sion may hell be correct his argument for it seems 
weak', he says :

"had the names been quite dissimilar it would 
never have occurred to anyone to suggest that 
the Gdk Me dr e s e was the work of the same crafts
man (sell, as the Konya buildings). Whereas, 
in view of the evidence above (scil. his compari
sons) , we can assert confidently that the £ifte 
Minare in Erzurum was imitated by the craftsman 
of the Gdk Medrese; and since Seljuk decollation 
is so various the very great similarity of these 
two buildings entitles us, I think, to suggest 
that they are the work of the same man. If this 
is the case it cannot be true that Kaluyan ibn 
(sic) al-Qunawi and Kaluk ibn "Abdullah are the 
same person, since this would entail that in the 
1250s or 1260s he had two utterly different styJ.es , 
that of Konya and that of* Erzurum, " 5

To the first part of this argument one might 
say that it would of course be unreasonable to fly in 
the face of evidence and to suggest that the Sahib Ata 
mosque and the luce Minareli medrese were by the same 
man if the signatures were "quite dissimilar", but 
in the circumstances one should rather question if we 
would have guessed, since their compositions are so 
different, that they were by the same man if the 
signatures were altogether absent. From this one could 
go on to say that if one man in the 1 2 5 0 s and 1 2 6 0 s 
could produce two designs so different he might well 
have been .capable of a third in two exemplars, or 
indeed one in imitation of an existing design.

Rogers, Anatolian Studies, pp. 8 0 -3.
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I think that the best evidence for considering 
that Kaluk and Kaluyan were two different people are 
the foundations of the year 1 2 6 7 / 8 . The Sahibiye medrese 
leans to Konya style but is not signed*, the Ilgin 
thermal establishment was signed by Kaluyan. If Kaluk 
and Kaluyan were the same man, and if he were respons
ible for both the buildings of 1 2 6 7 / 8 , we would have 
to assume that he had employed his new signature for 
the one but not the other. In order to do this we 
should have to posit some exceptional circumstance such 
as a moment of disfavour when the Sahibiye was designed. 
A similar explanation would have to be found if xve 
imagine that the Sahibiye alone was designed by Kaluk.
1 think it is therefore reasonable to assume that 
Kaluk had vanished from the scene at this point. It 
seems possible that the building at Ilgin might have 
been of lesser importance than a medrese in such a 
centre as Kayseri, it would therefore be possible 
that "the new man", Kaluyan, was allowed a signature 
on the less important building while actually being 
responsible for both,* but if Rogers is correct in 
believing that the yifte Minareli in Erzurum was the 
work of Kaluyan this would surely be sufficient to 
permit him to sign the Sahibiye medrese. It is 
probably best to assume two designers for the 
buildings of 1 2 6 8 : Kaluyan, possibly on tr.ia,l> at
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Ilgin, and someone else with IConya affiliditions , per
haps a follower of Kaluk, at Kayseri.

This leaves us with Kaluyan as be appears at 
the Gdk medrese. Even it we cannot repose entire con
fidence in his nisba the influence of Konya is clear 
in his composition. As to his "nationality", it seems 
to me that it would be necessary to choose between 
the Armenian and Greek origins offered for his name 
(pp* ) and I am not competent to judge between
them. However, in the case of Kaluyan the question 
seems less important than for Kaluk since he does not 
introduce extra-Islamic forms but works within the canon 
of Divrigi, Konya and Erzurum, We may say, however, 
that whether or not he was of the family of Kaluk he 
was artistically his son.
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Chapter IV

The Patron

Ufhat can a study op the portals of his 
foundations tell us about Fakhr al-Din °A11 ? perhaps 
they cannot tell us so much as we should like to know 
hut nevertheless something; of his career and personal 
taste.

Houtsma has said, :
.^Wir wolien erstens bemerken, dass die Xnschfifteu 
selbst von seiner a nit lichen Carrier© Zeugniss 
ab.legenn 1

but even this evidence raises certain porobl ems . Fakhr 
al~Din °Ali appears as the builder of the Tshakli han 
in 647 H * (3.249) before'we have any record of him in
the political field; nevertheless , he must be a person, 
of some substance already, a man building his career, 
he signs this building j „ A year later he
builds the Ta-f medrese at A!<yehir, not far from 
Ishakli and in this year he has made an advance in

* I r
status — ->ixft . Cahen tells us

c —•tha.t the partition of the kingdom between laz al~Din 
and Rukn al-Din probably took place in .12,97 and that

L  Houtsma, op„cit„ p. 2^6.

2, Cahen, op.cit., p, tells us that Fakhr al-Din
C  a i ~  I  ■ r 1 --------n 1 :i. was after 654 H . , but here he seems already
to have the rank.
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q   c _ . —Fakhr al-Din All then, became the vizier of iz,z a I™ Din 

so -that be would seem to have this rank when he founds 
the Sahib Ata mosque. It is not however reflected in 
his title, where he is again referred to as j>a SeJ j 
I tiiink one should conclude from this that he cuts a 
less grand figure in the capital, or must make a
greater show of modesty there, since even in 6 7 8 H,
(1279) on the door of his banikah in Konya we find the 
same humble title and the vizier again mentions the 
name of his grandfather as though he needed this addi
tional qualification to merit the respect of the populus*

A problem arises with the hanikah at Ak^ehir 
in 6!5 9 H. (1 2 6 1 ), and the Ince Minareli which is Tiro-
b a b l y  to be dated to this period. The former bears 

* 9
the title I and shows a buoyant
hope of worldly success, and the latter, if it is indeed 
under the patronage of Fakhr al-Din °Ali, makes no 
mention of his at all. Does this simply reflect again, 
the greater freedom he could enjoy in the provinces ? 
Sti.rel3r there is $ore in the difference than that since 
the Sahib Ata mosque bore his name. Had Fakhr al-Din
C  TAli in some way overreached himself, either by pre
suming too much in the title used on the Ta^ hanikah, 
or in some other way, so that some gesture of humility, 
stich as a foundation of which he did not claim patronage, 
became necessary ? Such a solution seems to me probable 
since on the Sahibiye medrese of 6 6 6 H, (1 2 6 8 ) 
the title ^JJ| A 3P) appears but

a)i id d o e s  not. T h i s  w o u l d  s e e m  to*  alj
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indicate a compromise between the self- glorification 
of the Ta$ medrese and toe self-abnegation of Konya.

The titles used on the Gdk medrese of 
muharram 670 H. (9th August 1271), both that on the"4
portal and even more that on the great iwan seem to
show the vizier as very securely established, and
yet the moment is very close to his brief demotion.
If the building was indeed deemed to be completed on
the first day of the year, and if Cahen' is correct
in saying that the demotion took place in II. one
might surmise that the foundation had played some part
in ti-<e dismissal, either that it was a sign to the
pervane that the vizier was getting above himself, or

c —that it had suggested to Tzz al-Din that the vizier
might have enough money — the demand for which nreci—
pitated the crisis - to assist him. If Cahen is
mistaken, and the demotion is a little earlier, the
foundation might appear, as to some extent, a thank
offering. Tbn Ribi (as translated by Duda*) tells us
that during his exile :

„Der Sahib verblieb auch eine ZeitlancJ zu Haase, 
widmef-e ’ sich hMuslichen Angelegenhei ten und war 
mit der Verwaltung des Grundbesitzes und der 
Liegenschaften sowie mit der Errichtung frommer 
Stiftungen beschHftict. 11

3 . Ibid, p. 3^3, indicates that it was between 67O-67I H
4. Tbn Bibi, Die Seltschukengeschichte des Tbn Bibi, 
trans. (into German) W.H.Duda, Copenhagen, 1939, p.294.
The vizier was held captive at cQtman<rurj which Professor 
V.L.Menage points out to me is probably the present day 
Osmancik between Kastamonn and Amasva.
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It would fit very nicely to think that he was mulling 
over the plans of the Gdk medrese, but if the dates 
are wrong they are wrong, and we must conclude that he 
was thinking of other foundations which were either 
never built or were lost since no other is recorded 
till the hanikah at Konya.

The h an ikah at Konya, as mentioned above, 
hears a humble title for Ibhe founder and its inscrip
tion is of a pious tone suitable to a final work of 
patronage.

The part which we attribute to Falchr a I-Din
c ^Ali's personal taste in the appearance of his portals 
must depend to some extent on. the importance which we 
attjfctibute to the designers; if we imagine that he 
gave them free rein then his role must diminish, 
however, I do not think that we are entitled to do 
this. The creation of his foundations must have been 
to Fakhr aI-Din Ali primarily a religious duty, 
perhaps in some cases also a political statement, and 
only in third place an act of artistic patronage, 
nevertheless there is evidence that persons of rank

^Rogers, Kimst des Orients, pp. 1 6 2~3 considers 
the Ishakli foundation a han ikah (see my note r>«17 ̂  ) . 
This with two other hanikahs would suggest a fairly 
strong interest in Sufism in addition to the more 
convent, ion a I religion indicated by the building of 
mosques and medrese s <■
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took a genuine interest in architecture at this period 
and the first two motives would in themselves require 
an object which he cost Id consider worthy.

The salient feature of F a lehr al-Din °Ali's 
patronage appears^to be his continuing approval of 
innovations. This is first seen in the fan-headed niches 
and round frieze arc'll of the I shale 1 i han hall portal, 
which I have suggested, could, by reason of its East 
Christian appearance be an early work of Kalu'k. The 
Ta$ medrese though not particularly adventurous may 
well have been by the designer of the Ishakli court 
portal, who is probably the designer of the hall portal,

_ C  _and so we must suppose that Fakhr al-Din Ali was con
tented with, his work. The unconventional nature of 
the Konya portals and of the Gdk medrese has been 
sufficiently discussed. It is rather the portal oaf 
the Sahibiye medrese which is important for our view 
of the paimn's taste and interest since this appears 
as a hiatus between the work of the two named designers, 
and here though perhaps less markedly we still- find a 
taste for origiiia.lit}^. This being so we may conclude 
that when Fakhr al-Din cAli selected Kaluk and Kaluyan 
to work for him it was because he knew that their 
work would answer his taste.

6 . Ogel, op.cit. p. 1 77 "It might be appropriate to 
add that the founders seem always to have had something 
to say. The Anatolian Seljuk sultans, princes and vezirs 
who built monuments were cultured people of refined taste." 
She quotes Ibn Bibi to say that CA l a 3 al-Din Kay-Qubad I 
was proficient in "architecture, carpentry, sculpture, 
saddlery and painting.”
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Chapter V

The development, of style in the thirteenth century.

11 3Ogel's account" of the chrvelopment of style 
in the thirteenth century may be summarised as follows.

She first describes what one may ca.ll the 
standard form of the b^ljuk portal.. In the early

3years of the century she .sees an "archaic"' group,

1. Ogel o c i t o ,  p p .  158-3.64.

2. Ibid, pp. 157 — 3.58 ; ’’Anatolian Celjuk gateways 
are rectangular blocks of masonry averaging about 8 
metres in height, 4 metres in breadth, and 2 metres 
in depth, which attain their monumental appearance 
through rising higher than the walls. It is possible 
to 'dissect1 such a block into two distinct parts : 
the gateway recess representing the nucleus of the 
gateway, and its rectangular frame. The gateway 
recess either takes the form of a pointed-arched 
eyvan, or it may terminate in a small half-dome com
posed of muqarnas. Inside the recess there is found, 
ever unvarying in form, a broadly-arched door opening.
Both to the right and left of the door, the inner side 
walls of the .recess were frequently provided with 
small side~nich.es . These aid. in giving &n i m p r e s s  i o n  
of spaciousness to the recess. The fundamental forms 
rnay have developed for some practical reason: they
seem in fact to have had their origin in the caravansaraya, 
the earliest instance being seen in the Evdir flan (1215- 
1219)." The principl.e objection which I should make 
to this description is that the muqarnas‘̂ is not usually, 
perhaps never, a half-dome, the apex may be domical but 
the lower ranks take the shape of two short and one 
long side of a rectangle imposed on them by the plane 
of the doorway and the reveals in front of it. The 
second objection, as mentioned above ( n, £.0 . ) is that 
the form of the doorway arch is not "ever unvarying" 
since in some cases it is nointed.
3 • Ibid, p. 158.
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exemplified by the hospital at Kayseri, the Antalya 
Fvdir han and the A^saray Alay ban. This is charac
terised by a geometric hand in the second or third 
position, seven rows of muqarnas and rosettes as the 
only floral decoration. Floral pattern aijpears to 
be introduced by the Sivas hospital of 1217 which is
more elaborate than the '’archaic11 group : "After the

h.portals which form a simple whole^ here is richness.""'
In the line of development towards greater Complexity
the Sultan han on the road from Konya to Aksaray of
12-29 "has a decorative composition in great scale",
this building "is worthy of becoming a pattern for
later caravansarays, and says the last word even from
the beginning".' Meanwhile under the Mengtlclik rulers
at Divrigi a very different style was produced in their
mosque and hospital : "In contrast to contemporary

6beljuk work, here tne plant motifs dominate", high
relief figures are used and frames interpenetrate.
Approaching the mid-century we come to the Kayseri
Kb.wand Khatun complex of 1 2 3 6 - 8  : "an arrangement

7which we can now call classical".
After the mid-century a new impulse comes 

from Konya as exemplified by the Sahib Ata mosque and

k. Ibid , P • 159.
5 . Ibid, P • 15 9-
6 » Ibid, P • l6 0 .

7- Ibid, p . 1 6 1 .
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the Ince ’v'inareli medrese :
''composition is essentially a surface network, 
but there are significant high-relief knots 
and composite imaginary plants. In comparison 
with the geometric, the floral patterns, also 
worked in low relief, gain an equal value.
The inscription bands play a great part." 8

In Konya "plastic figures remain as strong accents
9without dominating"; however, at the Qifte Kiuareli

3 0medrese at Erzurum "the surface is given a plastic
"TO astyle; it becomes the pattern itself". c The Qifte

Minareli medrese is to be related to the Divrigi 
3 1buildings because of its preference for floral 

patterns and high relief. The three rnedreses of Sivas 
of 1 271/2 share with the Konya buildings qualities 
similar to those of Divrigi. "Plastic style" appears 
on the minaret base of the Gdk medrese, the double

8 . Ibid, p .l6 l . Ogel attributes the date of 1258 
to the ince Minarele medrese.

Ibid, p. 162.
3.0, Ibid., p. 3-61, dates the <7 if t e binareli medrese o 113. y 
to the second half of the thirteenth century, but says 
that it is the first portal to have twin minarets on 
side wings. This would imply that it is earlier than 
Sahib Ata. Unfortunately I cannot tell from the English 
summary if this is her opinion or a momentary lapse,
but in her hypothetical career for Kaluk (p ,176 ) she 
makes the Cifte Kinareli the earlier building.
10a. Ibid, p. 1 6 2 .

(11.1, Ibid, p, l62. Ogel adds: "Perhaps the passing of
Divrigi completely into the hands of the Seljuks had 
caused attention to be drawn in that direction". It 
is not clear to what period precisely Ogel refers.
Ala •* al-Din is mentioned as suzerain in the foundation 

inscriptions of the Divrigi buildings in 1228/9. 
Professor V. L . tMenage , whom I have consulted on the 
subject, tells me in a letter of lAth September I 9 7 2 , 
that he does not see why Divrigi should have become 
"more (or less) 1 accessible 1 " later.
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capitals of the Qif te Kinarell, and the "relief leaves
12and the Rum is detached f.rom the pattern frames"' 

of the Buruciye.
nOgel dates the Haci Kilic complex of Kayseri 

at 1 2 7 3 / 4 , ^  she says that though here "plastic style" 
remained alien "the geometrical-floral mixture exists

1 4 yhere also". ~ In 1291/2 the S.̂ ref- oglu mosque at
Bey^ehir follows the Gdk medrese and the Qifte Kinareli
medrese of Erzurum. The hospital at Amasya of 1 30 8

marks the end of the Seljuk development while bringing
together its principal features :

"Surface-covering ornaments take their place 
beside the plastic style. Intersecting bands 
and double-plane decorations, relief work 
placed on bare ground in single file, a mixture 
of floral and geometric patterns, and slender 
columns surmounting one another are all to be 
seen together. While the fa9ades present a 
mixed appearance in the Sivas structures, with 
their asymmetrical arrangement, here this 
problem is solved in a simple and mature way 
by placing two recesses on the two sides of 
the portal." 15

If we seek to isolate the trends of develop
ment in Ogel’s account it seems to me that we find, 
on the one hand, what one may call a "conventional" 
line extending from the "archaic" group to Kayseri, and 
on the other, a more variegated line of what may for

IB . Ibid, P • 1 6 3 .
13. ROE A , no . 4314, 4-315
14. Ogel , op . c i t » p ■ 1 6 3

15. Ibid , 0 . 1 6 Jf..
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convenience be termed "unconventional11 portals 
extending from Divrigi to Sivas and embracing Konya 
and Erzurum on the way. The mark of the "unconven
tional" is a tendency to variety in the composition, 
in the decoration a greater interest in floral pattern 
and "plastic51 forms, and some tendency to mix materials.

The dis tj^inc tion be tween the two lines should 
not be seen as x^igid, several more or less convertional 
portals have features which I have suggested are rather 
to be associated with the unconventional ones. The 
Sultan han on the road from Konya to Aksaray h a s , on 
the frieze arch of the hall portal, a pattern of "ace 
of spades" type and its court portal employs marble 
of two colour's in the side niches. The conventional 
portals of Kayseri (as remarked above, p. //£, ) combine 
floral and geometric, pattern „ There is then some 
interpenetration as far as pattern is concerned, but 
an unusual form must piece a portal more definitely 
in the 11 unconven t ional" group.

From the point of view of this study the 
importance of the portals of Raldir al-Din CAli is 
remarkable since his foundations appear to foe largely 
instrumental in carrying the line from Divrigi to Sivas. 
Some unusual portals fall outside his group, notably

Q  3_____ _those of the Ala al—Din mosque and the Karatay in
Konya which-, show the influence of Damascus and Aleppo

1 6in theit' use of marble. ' The idea of bi-colouration 

?r
1 6 . Ogel, op.cit. p . 1 6 7 .
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was adopted by Kaluk and transmitted forward, as was 
the knot form, though not as the dominating factor 
in a composition. The other "unconventional" portal 
to fall outside the patronage of Fakhr al-Din °Ali i s , 
of course, the enigmatic portal of the Qifte Minareli 
at Erzurum,

The Sahib Ata mosque shows originality in 
new uses of forms existing in Konya, and, of course, 
in the matter of twin minarets on buttresses. It 
does not appear to be related to the Divrigi buildings 
since the only feature it holds in.common with them 
is the use of bold tori, and this may perhaps be ac
counted for as Armenian influence in both cases. 
Significant features of its design are the mouldings 
of the upper niches of the minaret buttresses and the 
3.inking moulding with a curled foot on these buttresses. 
The first derives from Konya forms; the second may 
also be so derived but may on the other band indicate 
Fast Christian influence. The bands which cross 
over a central torus are an interesting feature 
derived from Konya and not taken up again ti3_l the 
yifte Minareli at Sivas. The pointed doorway arch 
is an. interesting departure among Anatolian portals .

The luce Minareli is to be linked with the 
Sahib Ata mosque by its use of bold tori, key pattern 
features, the scale pattern used on its tapering 
columns and its pointed doorway arch; however, it 
is chiefly remarkable for its differences from it.
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Since these differences take us even further from the 
norm of portal composition it should probably be con
sidered later than Sahib Ata. The unusual composition 
may, I have suggested, be accounted for by East Christian 
influences from buildings and also from manuscripts, 
together, perhaps, with a contribution from classical 
remains. The influence of Cast Christian manuscripts 
may also account for the curious tapering columns. In 
the field of decoration the influence of Divrigi seems 
very distinct. It appears in the skilful and imaginative 
block cutting. It is aJso shown by the preponderance 
of floral pattern, both in the importance given to an 
"ace of Spades” pattern and the use of floral panels. 
Further, it is shown by the greater and lesser floral 
forms , the moon-c.lasps , and the raised floral crests 
on the minaret nanel3.

The £ifte hinarcli medrese at Erzurum should,
I think, be placed in time between the Ince Minareli 
medrese and the Gdk medrese. On the one hand it seems 
desirable to place it as close in time to the Gdk 
medrese as possible in view of the similarities between 
them. On the other hand it may well owe something to 
the Ince Minareli medrese : it has a prominent "ace
of Spades" band, the minaret base bears a tree form 
which is framed with a triple torus with side features, 
though these features could result from independent 
borrowing J think that the use, on the frame to the
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tree, of a mo on-cl asp together with a tassel, suggests 
that the designer had noted two features of the Ince 
Minareli and put then: together. The tassel base does 
not occur at divrigi. If this is so then the compo
sition of the Qifte Miuarele medrese must follow the 
Sahib Ata in having twin minarets rather than the 
o ther way about.

The Gdk medrese follows the Qifte Minareli 
at Erzurum, but not to the exclusion of Konya influences 
Two colours of stone are used on the minaret buttresses, 
and on these appears a moulding round an upper niche 
which, though not imitating the form of that on Sahib 
Ata, does seem to follow another Konya feature. The 
tree of the lower niche has added to the form of the 
Erzurum tree branches like those of the greater floral, 
feature of the Ince Minareli. There may also be a 
suggestion of the linking moulding of the Sahib Ata 
mosque on the Gdk medrese buttresses. The raised 
floral crest over the Gdlc medrese door may derive 
from the Ince Minareli medrese or from Divrigi.

The Qifte Minareli and Buruciye medreses of 
Sivas seem to make little reference to Erzurum, since 
the moon-clasp and tassel on the £ifte Minareli should 
more plausibly be attributed to the influence of the 
Gdk medrese.'*'''7 They lean rather to Divrigi with their

17 « Th isA d at e d I muharram and s o mus t probab1y precede 
the other buildings of 670 H.
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exuberant applique forms and decorative capitals. The 
^ifte Minareli medrese fit Sivas seems to follow the 
Sahib Ata mosque in the shape of its doorway arch, 
the use of bands crossing over a torus, and also the 
pattern on the reverse of the minaret bases.

The floral pattern used in the spandrels
of the Gdk medrese may be in the tradition of divrigi
and the Ince Minareli medrese. The floral pattern of
the bands of the yifte Minareli at Sivas however may
have a different line of descent since it shows a
mixture of geometric with floral pattern : a style
which, makes a cautious appearance at Kayseri towards
the middle of the centujry. The patterns at Sivas may
owe something to the presence of Armenian craftsmen,
whose presence may also account for the treatment of
the floral pattern above the muqarnas niche of the
9ifte Minareli where a section of floral pattern is

1 3cut to fit the space available.'"
I have tended to consider the development of 

the style of portals in the thirteenth century as a 
largely self-contained system within Anatolia, given 
the existence in Anatolia of the standard composition 
and decoration of portal which had its origin in Iran 
but which by this date may be considered to have taken

18. "Infinite” pattern in Islamic work tends to be 
geometric, whereas floral pattern is -shaped to be 
within a band or fit a given space.
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19r o o t  in A n a t o l i a , " '  g i v e n  t><e f r e a t i o n  o f  D i v r i g i  in 
201 2 2 8 / 9 ,  given some influence from Aleppo a n d  Mosul

particularly in Ifonya towards the mid-century, and
given the possibility of some East Christian influence. 

21Cahen believed that Iranian influence
increased during the twelfth century, but I would

22rather follow Rogers' J opinion that the Mongol 
conquest did not significantly affect architecture, 
at least insofar as the portals are concerned since 
they do not seem to present features requiring an 
Iranian explanation. The only two features which 
might seem to point towards Mongol influence would seem 
to me to be the occasional use of the pointed doorway 
arch and the group of animal heads on the Gdk medrese.
I do not think that much can be deduced fro1' the use

19* There had been a change in the material used, from 
brick and stucco to stone, and the segment of a circle 
doorway arch had been adopted.
20. I do not wish to go into the question of the inf
luences at work in the Divrigi complex, since I look 
forward to the study of Mrs. Yolande Crowe on that 
subject. For the purposes of my argument once the 
buildings at Divrigi had been completed the influence 
they contain became intra- Anatolian.
21. Cahen, op.cit. p. 3^7j i^ cautious about the "direct 
influence" of the Mongol conquest, but thinks the "in
direct influence" resulting from the unification of the 
country, the presence of Iranian officials and contact 
with the Iranian court, and before Kdsedagi Iranians 
fleeing before the Mongols all accentuated Iranian 
influence.
22. Rjgers, Kunst des Orients, p. 143 : "There is (...)
no decisive evidence for Cahen's contention that either 
the arts or architecture were significantly Iranian 
before the defeat of Kdse Dag, or more Iranian after it."
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of." the pointed doorway arch since it is only in this 
position that it is untypical of Anatolia as it occurs 
in all other parts of buildings and in decorative 
niche forms. The use of the animal heads of the 
Mongol calendar on the Gdk medrese might seem to be

r )  ry
some sort of gesture to the overlords, but Diezf? 
suggests that they derive rather from Syria and 
^orthern Mesopotamia,

t/ithin the development of the 
and decoration of portals in thirteenth 
the portals of Fakhr al-Din CA3.i gather 
Eastern influences present in Konya and 
those of Divrigi, these with some small 
East Christian forms they relayed on to

23° Diezs, op-cit. pp. /o3-f.

<£ o nip osition 
century Anatolia 
up the South- 
acld them to 
admixture of 
Sivas.
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Conc lus ion

A study of the port a .1 s built under the patronage 
of Fakhr al-Din CAli and a comparison of them with contem
porary works leads to the conclusion that the taste of an 
individual patron could be of decisive effect in pre- 
Ottoman Anatolia□ Though the design of portals in general 
tends to follow a standard convention, and though details 
of the decosation are strongly influenced by the tradition 
of the city in which they are built, the portals of Fakhr 
al-Din °Ali reveal a judicious originality both in their 
composition and their decoration. The Ishakli han. shows 
a willingness to borrow East Christian forms , the Sahib 
Ata mosque appears to inaugurate the twin minaret form in 
Anatolia and makes interesting new uses of Konya features, 
the Ince Minareli medrese again appears to employ East 
Christian forms and borrows from the stock of decorations 
of Divrigi, the Sahibiye medrese stubbornly maintains its 
independence with Konya features in the conservative city 
of Kayseri, and in the Gdk medrese features from Konya 
and Divrigi, united to a composition developed in Erzurum, 
may have guided the attention of other Sivas builders to
those two cities. In addition, the course of Fakhr al-Din 
cAli's career may be traced in the inscriptions of his 
f o unda t i o n s .

Though the relative importance of patron and 
designer cannot be distinguished at this distance of time,
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the sequence of original works must reveal the taste of 
the patron as a guiding principal; when this has been 
admitted credit for the form which, this originality takes 
should be given to the designers. The names of two of 
these, Ealuk and JCaluyan, are indicative of the syncretistic 
nature of Seljuk society and seem to support our contention 
that some of the original features derive from extra- 
Islamic sources, It seems probable that at least one 
other designer was employed, he of the Sahibiye medrese, 
perhaps another for the pre-Konya work,^ , and possibly a 
third for the final Konya hanIkah.

Though the portals keep many of their secrets, 
in particular the question whether composition and deco
ration have a precise symbolism - beyond the generalised 
glorification of Allah, the Sultan, the patron and the 
designer - a detailed comparison can reveal strong 
probabilities about their relationships one to another.

-oOo
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List of 1 lates

I. Ishakli han , hall portal, inscription.
I I . Ishakli han , court portal, inscription.
III. Ishakli han , hal] portal.

>H Ish akli han , hall portal, profile.
V. Ishakli h a n , hall portal, fan-headed niche.
VI. Ishakli han , court portal.
VII. Ishakli han , court portal, profile.
VIII. Ishakli h a n , court portal, reverse of inseri;
IX. Ishakli h an , court portal, console and niche

X. Ak^ ehir , Ta? •medrese, inscription.
XI. Akfehir medrese, portal.
X I I . Ak^ehir , Ta* medrese (after Sarre, Keise, pi
XIII. Ak^ehir , Ta? medrese, profile.
XIV. Ak^ehir 1 Ta$ medrese, framing bands.
XV. @ Ak^ehir » Ta? medrese, reverse of inscription
XVI. Akspehir , Ta$ medrese, side niche.

XVII. Konya, Sahib Ata mos one, designer's signature, i.
XVIII. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque , designer's signature, ii.
XIX. K o n y a , Ince K in areli medrese, designer's signature,
XX. K o n y a , Ince Kinareli medrese, designer's signature,
XXI. K onya, Sah ib Ata mos rjue , portal.
XXII. K onya, Sahib Ata mosque, left key pattern feature.
XXIII. Konya, Sahib Ata mos oue, right key pattern feature.
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XXIV. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, left sebll niche,
XXV. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, left sarcophagus,
XXVI. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, right sebii niche

XXVII. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, right sarcophagus.
XXVIII. Konya, Sahib Art a mosque, linking moulding.
XXIX. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, termination of moulding

and framing bands.
XXX. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque and Ince Mina re 3. i medrese 

profi3.es (after Rogers, Anatolian Studies , fig , 4 A > E),
XXXI. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, crossing bands.
XXXII. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, upper portion of

c entral sect ion,
XXXIII. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, boss.
XXXIV. Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, doorway.
XX X V . Konya, Sahib Ata mosque, side coluin.
r- C  '>  —*XXXVI. Konya, Ala* al-Din mosque, door or window.
XXXVII. Konya, Karatay medrese, portal.
XXXVIII. X o ny a , Karatay medrese, scroll-work.
XXXIX. Konya, Sir^ali medrese, tile-work of great iwan.
XI.. K o ny a , C AI a 3. -Din mo s cj u e , p 1 a qu e .
XI./1. Divrigi , Ahmad Shah mosque, Worth portal.

XLII. Ko n y a , Inc e Minareli m e dr e s e , portal.
XLIII. Konya, In c e Ainare!i medrese, framing in s c r in tion, i .
XLIV. K onya, Inc e Winare.1. i medrese, framing i ns c r ip tion, i i .
X L V . Konya , In c e Minareli medrese, framing inseription, ill
X L V I . Konya , Ince Minareli medrese, framing inscr ip tion., iv . •
XLVII. Konya , Ince ’Minarel i medrese, framing in® c r ip t i on , v »
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XLVTIX. Sonya, In c e Minareli medrese, framing inscr ipt i o n , v i .;
XL IX, K onya, Ince Minareli medrese, f.raming in s c r ip t i o n , vi i
L. K onya, Ince Min are.I i medrese, knot of framing rorus. .
LI. K o n y a , In c e Minareli medrese, cornice.
LI I . Konya, Ince Minareli medrese, key»pattern feature.
L I U . Konya, Ince Minareli medrese, lesser f3 oral feature.
LTV. K o n y a , Ince Minareli medrese, greater floral feature.
LV. K onya, Ince Minareli medrese, cone and inverted cone.
L V I . K onya, Ince Minareli medrese, head of side niche.
LVTT Ko n y a , Ince K! in ar e 1 i medrese ., central i n s c r ip t i o n , i .
LVIII. Konya, Inc e Minareli medres e , c entral inscript ion,ii.
LVIX. K onya, Inc e Minareli medrese, central in s c r ip tion,ii i .
LX. Ko n y a , Inc e Minareli medres e , central inscription, iv,
L X I . Konya, Ince Minareli medres e , central inscription,v .
LXII. Konya, Inc e Minareli medrese, centrad in s c r ipt ion,v i .
LXIII. Konya, Ince Minareli m e dr e s e , minaret p an els.
LXIV. Ko n y a , Ince Minareli medrese, detail of minaret panels,
L X V . Konya, 

porch.
Ince

charnh
Minareli 
e.r,

medrese, soffit to rear of

LXVI. Divrigi, furan Laiik hospital , portal.
LXVII. Divrig i, fur an Malik hospital , arcosolium of great

iwan .
LXVIII. Divrigi , Ahmad Shah mosque, floral feature of

Worth portal *
LXIX. Divrigi, Ahmad Shah mosque, floral crest of North

portal.
LXX. Divrigi, Ahmad Shah mosque, moon-shaped clasps

on North portal.
LXXI. Divrigi, Ahmad Shah mosque, West portal.
LXXII. Divrigi, Ahmad Shah mosque, lintoi of West portal.



LXXIII. 
LXXIV.

LXXV.
LXXVI, 
LXXVII,

LXXVIIX.

LXXIX, 

LXXX. 

LXXXI. 

LXXXII. 

I.XXXIII. 

LXXXIV.

J XXX V .

Divrigi, Ahmad Shah mos one, side face of lest door.
Krzurum, Cifte Minareli medrese, portal (after 
Ural, op.cit. PI. XXIII, Ph. 5 8 )/
X o ny a ar c haeo .1 ogic a 1 mu s e u m , classical f r a gm ent,
Konya archaeological museum, Byzantine sarcophagus.
Am a gfc> u , 111 o n a s t e rv o f N o r a v a nk (afte r U tud j i a n ,
op.cit, PI. 200)".
Romania  ̂ cathedral of Alba lulia, detail of 

Forth apse (after Istoria Arte1or in Romania,
Vol. I,"PI. 106).
Armenian canon table of the eleventh century (after 
Jana sh i an , op . c i t . P 1. XL VI It) ,
Armenian arched composition from the ninth to 
tenth century (after Macler, op.cit. PI. 11).
Armenian canon table, gos;pel of Mugni, mid-eleventh 
century (after Dournovo, op.cit. p. 49).
Armenian canon table, four gospels of 1293 (after 
Der Nersessian, F r e e r P I .  1 9 , fig. 3 8 ).
Armenian canon table, four gospels of 1253 (after 
Der Nersessian, Freer, PI. 2 6 , fig. 50).
Baptism from an Armenian manuscript of 1193 (after 
Der Nersessian, Venise, PI.

eror and family fro^ the Barberini Psalter of the 
late eleventh century (after Diehl, op. edit, Pl.LXXXV)

I XXXV1 . Ak 9 eh ir , ins cr ip t io 11 o f hanikah ,

IXXXVII. Kayseri, Sahibiye medrese, portal.
LXXXVII1. Kays eri, S abib iye medres e , profile.
LXXXIX. Kays eri, Sa’hibiye medres e , framing bands.
XC . X Kays eri, Sahibiye medre e , frieze arch.
X C I . Kayseri, Sahibiye medrese, ornament of doorway.
XCII, Kays eri, Sahibiye medrese , c an i t a 1 0 f si d e coluran.
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XCIJI- 
ICC IV.
xcv.

XCVI. 
XCVII. 
XCVIII 
XCIX.

c .

Cl.

Kayseri, Sahibiy e medrese , .1 ef t s ide nidie .
Kayseri, Sahibiye mecirese, right side niche.
Kayseri, Khwand Khatun mosque, West portal.
Kayseri, Khwand Khatun medrese, portal.
K o n y a , Sir 9 aXi m e dr e s e , side c o1u m n .
Konya-Aksaray Sultan ban, court portal.
Kayseri, Khwand Khatun mosque, area above left 
side niche of Vest portal.
Kayseri, Khwand Khatun medrese, ornament of doorway. 
Konya, fragmeuts of Na 1 inci Baba ktlrabet.

CII.
c m .

CIV.
cv.

CVI ,

CVI I .

CVI 11 
CIX.
cx .

CXI.

CXI I, 
CXIII

CXIV.
cxv.

CXVI .

Sivas, Gdk medrese, portal
Sivas, Gdk medrese, minaret support.
Sivas, Gdk medrese, tree forni on the minaret support
Sivas, Gdk medrese, crest on the side face of the
minaret support.
Sivas, Gdk medrese, ornament on the side face of 
the minaret support.
Sivas, Gdk medrese, profile (after Rogers,
An a t o11an Studies, fig. 3B .) .
Sivas, Gdk medrese, framing bands.
Sivas, G8M medrese, frieze arch.
Sivas, Gdk medrese, doorway.
Sivas, Gdk medrese, side columns and designer's
signature, i i .
Sivas, GdM medrese, designer's signature, -i.
Erzurum , £ifte Ivjinarel i medrese , niche on minaret 
support ( after Unal, on . cit. P I . XXV , X::h ,6k) ,

* Ch j —Konya, Ala al-Din mosque, plaque.
Sivas, Gdk medrese, niche on fa 9 ade.
Divrigi, Turan 'Malik hospital capitals in the 
interior.
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p o r t a l .
crossing bands, 
reverse of doorway, 
niche on facade, 
border to muqarnas

termination of

capital of

base of hanging column 
raised ornaments, 
pattern under frieze

change in pattern

change in pattern 
on right side of framing bands.

CXXTX. Sivas, Btlruciye medrese, portal.
CXXX. Sivas, Btiruciye medrese, pattern of upper part of

framing band.
CXXXX. Sivas, Buruciye medrese, pattern of lower part of

framing band.
CXXXTI, Sivas, Buruciye medrese, pattern above muqarnas niche

CXVTI. S ivas, Cifte Minareli medrese,
CXVIII. Sivas, £if te Minarc1 i medrese,
CXIX. Sivas, Q i f t e Minaroli medrese,
cxx. S ivas, <^if te Minareli medrese,
CXXT. Sivas, 

niche.
Qif te Minareli medrese,

CXXII. Sivas, yifte Minareli 
side ornament.

medrese,

CXXTII. Sivas, yifte Minareli 
hanging column.

m e dr e s e ,

CXXIV. S ivas, yifte Minareli medres e ,
CXXV. S ivas, yifte Minareli medrese,
CXXVI. S ivas, 

arch.
yifte Minareli medrese,

CXXVTT. Sivas, £ifte 
on left side

Minareli medrese, 
of framing bands.

CXXVIIT. S ivas, <̂ if te Minareli medrese,

CXXXIIX. 'onya, portal of hanikah (after Ferit and Mesut, 
op.cit. PI. 1 5 ) •

CXXXIV. Konya, Sir9 ali medrese, portal.
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